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SUITIlDary

Modem (tele)communication networks are becoming extremely complex. This is mainly due to the

increasing technological developments, integration of services, and the growing heterogeneity of

networks. Thus, the task of controlling the network is becoming more complex and more

important. Network management standards are under development for these reasons. However, it is

still in its infancy.

Two influential protocols for transporting management information are created: the Common

Management Information Protocol (CMIP) from the International Standardization Organization

(ISO) and the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) from the Internet Activities Board

(lAB). Together with the transportation protocols, information models are developed. The simplest

of the two models, the Internet model, is widespread. From the other hardly any implementation

can be found.

The research described in this report, is directed at configuration procedures. Although protocols

and part of the data have been standardized, much management information is still proprietary. The

problem is how to integrate this infonnation in the management software automatically. The

emphasis is put on automatically, since it involves a lot of work for the network manager to write

programs to integrate new information in the software every time a new device is attached to the

network or new information is created.

It is showed that the mentioned problem is playing a role in both ISO and Internet networks.

However, more emphasis is put on the Internet case, because of its use in modem communication

networks. To solve the problem of integration of the extensions, four steps are distinguished.

1. Detect new infonnation.

2. Transport a file that contains the definition of the infonnation.

3. Integrate the infonnation on a syntactical basis to the management software.

4. Integrate the information on a semantical basis to the management software.
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Summary

An imaginable tool is introduced that can perform these four steps in cooperation with existing

management software. Parts of the tool are described for both the ISO model and the lAB model.

However, more emphasis is put on the Internet model. Steps 1 and 3 can be solved using available
tools. For the transportation of a defInition file an extension to the SNMP had to be developed. It

is called SNMP+. Step 4 has been investigated, but not completed. Still much is left to future

research. However, an interesting direction to solve the problem is presented.

It must be concluded that research in the field of networlc management involves a lot of reading,

since this area is moving continuously. The chosen approach looks promising, although much

remains to be done in the field of semantical integration. Extended research must be concentrated

on completing step 4, and the implementation of the tool. Also, the demands made by ISO
networks on the tool should be integrated, so that the tool can be used in both ISO and Internet

networks.
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Chapter 1

An introduction to network
Inanagentent

These days the general trend of integrating the transport of different kinds of information can be
perceived in telecommunications networks. Datacommunications and telecommunications networks

are growing more and more toward each other and because of the increasing capacity of the

transmission mediums. new services like video transmission will arise. Another trend that can be

observed, is the growing vendor heterogeneity of networks. Therefore customers like big

companies and PITs want to be independent of a single manufacturer. Thus the market demand

tends toward open systems that can communicate (independent of service and vendor) with other

open systems, without causing interconnection or interoperability problems.

To solve these problems, a number of communities have been engaged on these issues. Probably

one of the most influential institutes is the International Standardization Organization (ISO), which

developed the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model. This model represents devices in a

layered manner, so that each layer adds functionality to the layer above and depends on the
services offered by the layer below. The layers together are called the Protocol Stack (PS). The

OSI network architecture is depicted in figure 1.1. For a complete description of the model and its

layers. see [Tanenbaum90]. The ISO is not the only community to develop standards for the

interconnection of systems, but the idea of a layered approach to solve the problem has been taken
over by most other organizations.

Not only the communication between systems is important. the management issue also needs to be

looked at. Network Management (NM) can be defined as the planning, organizing. monitoring.
accounting, and controlling of activities and resources [Black92]. A manager (the person behind

the monitor) wants to have a uniform look at the network as a whole, not having to watch multiple

monitors and learning a multitude of vendor specific protocols. Therefore the way NM is

performed has to be standardized as well. This is the reason for the standardization organizations to

Automated integration of extended management information for communication networks 9



An introduction to network management

study also on NM standards. Since NM is an application, the efforts mainly take place in the top

(application) layer. As will be seen later, three aspects have to be defined: the service available to

the NM application process, the protocol (stack) used to transfer the management infonnation and

the structure of the information.

Layer 7

Layer 6

Layer 5

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

Figure 1.1:

application
process

peer-to-peer communications

~ ~

peet-to-peer communications

~---

peer-to-peer communications

~ ~

peer-to-peer communications

~f------1

peer-to-peer communications

~r-------1

peer-to-peer communications

~ ~

peer-to-peer communications

~ fysical medium

Layers. protocols and inteifaces.

interface

interface

interface

interface

interface

interface

1.1. Principals of network management

The basic idea behind NM is the manager-agent model as is depicted in figure 1.2. This model

consists of a managing open system, the manager, and a managed open system. the agent. Both the

manager and the agent are application processes and thus depend on the services offered by the top

layer in a PS. The manager and agent communicate via a standardized NM Protocol (NMP), giving

the first the right to operate on the latter. The latter can send solicited and sometimes even

unsolicited notifications to the manager. An agent can be seen as the manager of a local system

environment, communicating with the local resources via a proprietary protocol. The local

resources are modeled as Managed Objects (MOs). So these objects are the view the manager has

on the resources. The way these objects are modeled and the meaning of the objects is of utmost

importance since it defines the boundaries of an NM system.
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Managing Open System

An introduction to network management

Managed Open System

Management

Operations

Manager
Notifications

Agent

Performing
Operations

IIlr.

~E ..mlttulg
Notifications

Figure 1.2: Manager-agent model.

Local System Environment

1.2. Protocols, services, and information

As has been seen in figure 1.2, the manager communicates with the agent, while the agent controls

the resources. When describing this idea in more detail, three main topics need to be addressed for

as can be seen in figure 1.3.

Protocol
A protocol specifies the rules and conventions needed for two n-Iayers to communicate (peer-to

peer communications in figure 1.1). It can be best compared to the syntax of a language. The

protocol used for NM can generally be called the NMP and is spoken between two top layers.

Several standards for NMPs have been defined, among them are the Common Management

Information Protocol (CMIP) and the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).

Service

The seIVice specifies the collection of operations that are to be offered by a layer to the layer

above (interface in figure 1.1), and is closely related to a protocol. The seIVice offered to the NM

application process can generally be called the NM SeIVice (NMS) and is implemented in the top

layer by the System Management Application Entity (SMAE). Several standards for NMSs have

been defined, among them are the Common Management Information Service (CMIS) and the

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).

Information
Information is the knowledge exchanged between two systems using a protocol and a seIVice. NM

information about resources is to be exchanged from agent to manager, and information on the

actions to be performed on the resources is to be exchanged vice versa. The information is stored

in a Management Information Base (MIB), which is a distributed database that can be accessed by
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An imroduction to network management

the manager using an agent. The MIB contains the abstractions of the network resources, called the

MOs. Parts of an MIB can be stored in a local database directly connected to the manager.

Especially when dealing with static data or data that must be accessed quickly, this can be useful.

PS

NMP

PS

MIB

Figure 1.3: The general architecture of a NM system.

1.3. Problem definition

For NM systems to be open, the three issues mentioned above need to be described. This report

will not be dealing with the protocols and selVices, but with the infonnation exchanged between

agent and manager, or between managers. A profound treatment of standardizing protocols and

services can be found in [Meijers93l, although a brief introduction is provided in chapter 2.

The problem with management infonnation is that it is difficult to standardize. Not only will the

demands in future change, various vendors also think. differently about the infonnation that needs

to be included. Thus even if one defines all the infonnation available now and develops an NM

Software Packet (NMSP), there is a great risk that in a few years time, not all new devices will be

fully manageable.

The main topic in this report will be to deal with the extensibility demands of MIBs. Thus how to

automatically integrate new infonnation into the NMSP once bought by a user. As we will see,

extra demands will be put on the modeling of the information. Furthermore a general description

will be given of a tool that can integrate new information into the software automatically,

semiautomatically, and manual.
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An introduction to network management

1.4. Structure of this report

After an introductory phase to the world of network management and a comparison between the
two protocol standards SNMP and CMIP, which is described in chapter 2, a deeper study is done

to the management information that is used. A comparison between the data models and the way
the information can be extended is topic of chapter 3. The two comparisons lead to the conclusion

that SNMP is the simpler protocol that is attribute-oriented and that CMIP is fully object-oriented.

It is also concluded that the extensibility of information is characteristic for network management

in both the ISO and the lAB case. Thus, network management systems must provide enough
flexibility to be able to 'learn' about new data objects. It would benefit the user if the integration

can be done automatically.

To solve the problem of automated integration of the extensions, four steps are distinguished.
1. Detect new information.

2. Transport a file that contains the definition of the information.

3. Integrate the information on a syntactical basis to the management software.
4. Integrate the information on a semantical basis to the management software.
An imaginable tool is introduced in chapter 4 that can perform these four steps in cooperation with

existing management software. Parts of the tool are discussed for both the ISO model and the lAB

model. However, more emphasis is put on the Internet model.

The first two steps in the procedure are described in chapter 5. For the first step already standard

solutions exist, like e.g. the described BOOTP procedure. For the transportation of a definition file

an extension to the SNMP had to be developed, since no standards have been published on how to
transport large texts using SNMP. SNMP is used as the basis for the file transport, since it is
obviously available to the agent. This has the advantage that no new software must be installed on

the agent machine. The extension to SNMP is called SNMP+.

Steps 3 and 4 are point of discussion in chapter 6. These steps have been investigated, but not
completed. For the syntactical integration process tools can be bought on the market. Since this

part of the problem seems to be solved, little attention has been paid to it in this report. The last

step goes far beyond the point of pure (syntactical) integration. Still much is left to future research,

because of the complexity of the whole problem (four steps). However, a first start has been made
by defining six functional areas to which objects can respond to, and an interesting direction to

solve the rest of the problem is presented.
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Chapter 2

Different views on network
Illanagelllent

Various organizations occupy themselves with the standardization of NM. Although every

organization brings out its own standards, many resemblances can be seen and sometimes a
standard of one organization is directly linked to the standards of another organization. Therefore

the three most influential communities and their efforts are discussed below.

From the world of computers it is the ISO that developed the OSI model. The standards

concerning NM are complex, therefore only few (experimental) implementations have been built.

Another view is the one from the Comit~ Consultatif International de T~l~graphique et

T~l~phonique (CCITT) which is part of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). The

CCITT developed the Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) model, which is an

extension to the ISO efforts, and is heavily based on them. This model extends the OSI model by

defining different layers in NM. The last view to be discussed is the one from the Internet

Activities Board (lAB), which unlike the other two, already finds many implementations and

products. The defined model is characterized by simplicity and can be seen as a subset of the OSI

NM model. Among the other organizations that are not treated, are the OSI/NM Forum, OSF, etc.

2.1. General ISO concepts for network management

ISO distinguishes between five different functional areas in respect to NM. These functional areas

are called System Management Functional Areas (SMFAs). The five SMFAs are Configuration

Management (CM), Fault Management (FM), Performance Management (PM), Security

Management (SM), and Accounting Management (AM). The classification is not to be canonized,

it is merely a division that can be used to make an inventory of the requirements of the
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Different views on network management

management tasks. Apart from these five SMFAs, other classifications can be and are made. An

extra functional area that is often distinguished is planning. However planning can be thought of as

being part of eM, so it is not absolutely necessary to define extra SMFAs. Therefor this report is
based on the functional areas as defmed by the ISO. A brief description of the five SMFAs as

described by [Terplan92] is given below.

CM is a set of middle- and long-range activities for controlling physical, electrical, and logical

inventories. Maintaining vendor files and trouble tickets, supporting provisioning and order

processing, defining and supervising service-level agreements, managing changes, and distributing

software are also supported.

FM is a collection of activities required to dynamically maintain the service level of the network.

These activities ensure high availability by quickly pinpointing problems and performance

degradation, and by initiating controlling functions when necessary, which may include diagnosis,

repair, testing, recovery, workaround, and backup. Log control and information distribution
techniques are also supported.

PM is a set of activities to continuously evaluate the principal performance indicators of network

operation, to verify how service levels are maintained, to identify actual and potential bottlenecks,
and to establish and report on trends for management decision making and planning. Maintaining

the performance data base, networking models, and preparing automation procedures for FM is

also supported.

SM is a set of functions that ensure the ongoing protection of the network and its components in

all aspects of security such as entering the network, accessing an application, transferring

information in a network, protecting NM tools by analyzing risks, minimizing risks, implementing

a network security plan, and by monitoring success of the strategy. Special functions include the

surveillance of security indicators, partitioning, password administration, and generating warning or

alarm messages on violation.

AM is the process of COllecting, interpreting, and reporting costing- and charging-oriented
information on resource usage. In particular, processing for station message detail records,

accounting records, bill verification, and charge-back procedures is included as part of accounting

for data and voice services.

It may be clear that certain functions performed by the services developed in the SMFAs are

common to more than one area. Therefore ISO developed the concept of the System Management

Functions (SMFs). These SMFs are meant to separate the work to be done. An SMF need not to

be unique to one SMFA. A example of an SMF that supports more than one SMFA is that both
SM and FM are dependent on the Log Control Function. The SMFs are not treated in lhis report,

because standardization in this field is still being worked on. More about SMFs and SMFAs can be
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Different views on network management

found in [Black92] and [ISOI0164]. As has been described, the SMFAs are dependent on the

SMFs, which on their tum are dependent on the services delivered by CMISE. A simplified view

of this structure can be found in figure 2.1.

rE:E:E:E:EJ
SMFs I

:::::: Security Audit Trail

~~jjj~
.~=========d.

Figure 2.1:

:~r~

~=========ti

CMISE primitives I

Relation of SMFAs. SMFs and CMISE primitives.

2.1.1. Application service elements

The Application Entity CAE) represents the application process within the OSI model. The
application process is allowed to use more than one AE. An AE is build up of Application Service

Elements CASEs), which are parts of an AE that serves a specific purpose. Each AE consists of one
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Different views on network management

User Entity, which is a logical grouping of ASEs. A layer 7 AE is to be identified in NM with a

System Management Application Entity (SMAE). An ASE concerned with NM will be named a

System Management ASE (SMASE). This principal can be seen in figure 2.2 and figure 2.3.

AE

7

6

PS

1

Figure 2.2: General architecture of the application layer.

So when discussing NM on a layer 7 level, the way ASEs are arranged to form an AE is very

important, because the structure of the ASEs defines the service given to the application process. In

respect to NM, several application service elements are worth mentioning: Association Control
Service Element (ACSE), Remote Operations Service Element (ROSE), File Transfer and Access

Management (FfAM), Common Management Information Service Element (CMISE). Although

FfAM is not cited in the ISO NM standards for OSI, we will see it can be very useful when

transferring files.

A closer look to the ASEs learns that ACSE provides several services needed between application

processes. The services are independent of any application-specific needs. Its main task is to
support the association (connection) between applications. ROSE provides services to support
interactive communications between two distributed entities. With this protocol an originator can

invoke operations in another system. ROSE does not have transfer capabilities, nor is it a

confirmed service. If transfer capabilities or reliability are needed, ROSE depends on the services

of other ASEs. FfAM is used for the support of file transfer and file management operations.
CMISE identifies the service elements used in management operations as well as their arguments.

It also provides a framewotX for common management procedures that can be invoked from

remote locations. For more information about the ASEs the ISO standards should be read or for an

introductory [Black92] or [Yemini93] can be read.
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Different views on network management

PS

CMIP

Figure 2.3: The OSI structure of network management.

In order not to have to name all the protocols and services, a simplification can be made as is

depicted in figure 2.3. The CMIP is the protocol that is used between two SMAEs (that exists of
one or more SMASEs, among others the CMISE). The service delivered by the SMAE to the
application process is called the CMIS. One open system performs the manager task, while the
other is the agent. The application processes will be called System Management Application
Processes (SMAPs), while the implementation of an SMAP is the NMSP. The agent is the
intermediair for the manager to reach the MIB, which is a virtual database that is coupled to the

system. The information stored in the MIB is the information transported by CMIP. Via Layer

Management Entities (LMEs), information on objects can be passed to the MIB, or objects in a

specific layer can be accessed.

PS

Figure 2.4:

1

The OSI/NM Forum protocols at layer 7.
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Different views on network management

A realistic example of a PS (top layer) is depicted in figure 2.4. This PS is the one defined by the

OSI/NM Forum, and also by some other organizations and vendors. The AE exists of five ASEs:

FfAM, ACSE, ROSE, CMISE and SMASE. In the figure it can be seen that FfAM uses ACSE,

and that SMASE uses CMISE. CMISE in its tum uses both ACSE and ROSE. Remarkable is the

use of FfAM, because it is not quoted by the original ISO NM standards for OSI.

2.1.2. Common management information service element

Although CMISE is not a main topic of this report. a short overview of its functionality is given.

The CMISE which is defmed in the [IS09595] document, identifies the service elements used in

management operations as well as their arguments. It is closely related to the CMIP, which has

been described in the same document as well. A short description of the seven services is given

below.

M-EVENT-REPORT

M-GET

M-CANCEL-GET

M-SET

M-ACfrON

M-CREATE

M-DELETE

used to report an event to a service user.

used to retrieve information from its peer.

used to request a peer to cancel a previously requested M-GET

service.

used to request the modification of attribute values of an MO.

used to request that another user performs some type of action on

an MO.

used to create a representation of another instance of an MO, along

with its associated management information values.

used to delete an instance of an MO.

All seven services are used in a confirmed mode, except for M-EVENT-REPORT, M-SET, and

M-ACfrON which are also used in an unconfirmed mode. Apart from these seven kernel

functional units, additional services are defined which will not be discussed in this report.

2.2. Telecommunications management network

The TMN structure defined by the CClTT can be seen as an extended OSI model. Intensive use is

made of the ISO standards for OSI management. TMN defines different levels of NM. Each layer

provides different sorts of functions. The protocol used by these layers to communicate, is CMIP.

It would be too extensive for this report to go into detail about this model, so only the layered

model and a general description of it are presented here. The whole model is refined by making a

distinction between the different functionalities and defining a number of interfaces. This will not
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be discussed here. For more information about the TMN model one should read [CCITIM.301O]

and the references presented in this document. The whole standard is an extension to the ISO

standards. It not only deals. like 051. with the informational and physical aspects of NM. it also

includes concepts for a functional architecture. resulting in the TMN model.

C
Business Management

L
Service Management

I
Network Management

E
Element Management

N
---. Network Elements

T INFRASTRUCTURE

Figure 2.5: The TMN model.

In the TMN model. see figure 2.5. one can distinguish five levels. The lowest level contains the

devices in the network and the infrastructure (network elements). delivering the primary service:

communication for clients. At this point in the model the client has access. because of the service

he gets.

The layer above the network elements is called the Element Management Layer. It is concerned

with the management of the individual elements in the network and provides the management with

an abstraction of the functions of these devices. This involves mainly maintenance of the elements

(PM and PM) and technical-exploitative processes (CM). If necessary it contains a mediation

function to translate proprietary protocols and infonnation into the desired protocol. which is

CMIP.

The Network Management Layer is responsible for the management of all the network elements.

both individually and as a set. It uses the objects as presented by the Network Element Layer. It

provides a typical focal point. since it deals with the network as a whole. Examples of services

provided by this layer are: defining network capacity. transmission NM and traffic control.
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The Service Management Layer has several roles, all dealing with the contractual aspects of

services that are being provided to customers or available to potential new costumers. Examples

are delivering new connections, billing, service, complaints, and creating new services like call

forwarding. This is the second access point for the client in the model, because he wants to make

complaints and maybe he wants to deliver services to other clients (think of a chatterbox/sexline or

the *21 service). In general this layer is used to let a user tailor the network. to his own needs.

The Business Management Layer has responsibility for the total enterprise and the agreements

between operators made. Both Service and Business Management are not concerned with technical

problems. but with processes within companies.

2.3. The Internet approach

In this report, as will be explained in chapter 3, more stress is put on the Internet case. Thus a

deeper insight here is necessary. A lot of information is available about Internet standards. The

standards can be obtained from a number of ftp-sites. General introductions can be obtained by

reading one of the many books published on TCP/IP-networks, like [Comer88], [Fortier89],

[Miller9l]. Especially when one is interested in NM the following books are worth reading:

[Black92], [Muller92], [Rose91], [Terplan92J, and [Kauffels92]. Also numerous articles have been

written about TCP/IP-networks and NM in particular, some of them are included in the references.

Because the ISO standards are very complex, the lAB has defined an interim solution for Internet

networks: the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). This protocol will form the basis

for the standard for the future: the CMIP Over TCP/IP (CMOT). It is believed that in future the

transaction from SNMP to CMOT will take place. This will establish compatibility between the

Internet and the ISO approaches in NM.

In this section a short discussion of both protocols will be given. A general remark is in place

here. The Internet PS, like the OSI model, uses a layered architecture. The principle of this

structure is the same as in the OSI case. However, it does not contain as many layers as the OSI

model, nor does it have as many functions.

A simplified PS is provided for by figure 2.6. The five layers of the Internet PS are compared to

the seven OSI layers. In the same figure the most known and used protocols are presented. A

general impression of some of the protocols in the first four layers is needed, since they are used

by the management protocols. The functionality of some of the layer 5 protocols is provided as

well, as some of them appear in this report. However, these descriptions are kept very short. For

more information, again, consult the books or standards.
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Figure 2.6: A classification oj some Internet protocols.

The BOOTstrap Protocol

It is started when a device is booting up. BOOTP sends a broadcast over the network in

order to get the device's hardware and IP addresses. Also it receives the name and address

of a file to load, which contains necessary information about the network.

UDP

IP

TFfP

Some important protocols that form the basis for Internet networks are:

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

A connection oriented protocol that provides a reliable, full-duplex byte stream for a user

process. This can be compared to a telephone connection.

User Datagram Protocol

A connectionless protocol for a user process. It does not provide reliable services, nor does

it support full-duplex connections, but the protocol is very simple. It can be compared to

sending a letter via normal post. The sender posts the letter, but he does not know how and

if the letter reaches its fmal destination.

Internet Protocol

This is a connectionless protocol that provides the packet delivery service. It supports both

the UDP and the TCP.

File Transfer Protocol

This protocol is used when transferring files between devices, when a reliable service is
needed. This protocol uses the TELNET protocol.

Trivial File Transfer Protocol

This protocol is used when transferring files between devices, when no reliability is

needed.

BOOTP

FfP
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As can be seen in figure 2.6. SNMP depends on UDP. while CMOT depends on both TCP and

UDP. Thus implying that SNMP is a connectionless protocol using datagrams. and CMOT is a

protocol that can perfonn both in a connectionless and a connection oriented mode. In the next

paragraphs both protocols are examined in more detail.

PC

Figure 2.7:

PC

PUBLIC
NETWORK

An example of a network.

serv

PC

PC

PC

WS

serv =server

NCC =network control centre

WS =workstation

PC =personal computer

GW =gateway

magent process

• manager process

An example of a network that could be present in an organization is given in figure 2.7. It can be

seen that different kinds of computers and stations are attached to the network. Even the public

network is attached to it. To keep the network controllable a Network Control Centre (NCC) has

been installed. On this NCC a manager process is installed. managing the devices attached to the

network and the network itself. It might even control parts of the public network or at least

exchange management data with it. On the devices an agent process is installed. in order to
communicate with the manager or NCC.

Some of the devices are not equipped with an agent confonn to the standards. These devices are

either unmanageable or manageable when using a proprietary management protocol. For MEs that

are not reachable using the conventional management protocol, the Internet defines the use of

proxy agents. The proxy agent can provide convergence functions such as protocol conversion and

filtering operations. Via the proxy agent the manager can communicate with the ME in question.

Thus a proxy agent can be seen as the manager of a devices on which a non-standard protocol is
implemented.
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2.3.1. Simple network management protocol

The SNMP forms the foundation for the Internet NM architecture. The NM applications are not

defined in the Internet specification, nor does the lAB define the SMFs and the SMFAs (!!). It _
only deimes the protocol used to exchange data. In present-day communications networks SNMP

has become a de-facto standard, because of its simplicity (it uses little computing power and is

easy to implement). The SNMP monitoring and control transactions are actually independent of
TCP/IP. SNMP only requires the datagram transport mechanism to operate. It can therefore be

implemented over any network media or protocol suite, including OSI. Conform to figure 1.3 it

must be stated that in the Internet approach no distinction is made between service, application,

and protocol.

As has been noticed before, SNMP uses UDP which is a connectionless protocol. There is no

guarantee that the manager receives the data. If reliability and accountability are needed, the
manager must build connection-oriented operations into the upper-layer applications. A simple

solution to this problem, although very cumbersome, is the use of the GET-RESPONSE primitive
as is described in paragraph 5.2..

The objects in a network to be managed are called in the Internet approach Network Elements

(NEs). Every NE consists of one or more Managed Entities (MEs), the ME's agent and the

device's MIB. The agent is the software (housed in the device). It stores management data and

responds to the manager's request for this data. An abstraction of this idea is depicted in
figure 2.8.

NE

~ SNMP ~
Agent

MIB
ME

Figure 2.8: An abstraction of an agent.

As is the case with CMIP, SNMP provides services to the application process. Because SNMP is
much simpler as CMIP, fewer services can be supplied. In the case of SNMP this results in five
packets that are used during communication, called Protocol Data Units (PDUs). This leads to three

services: GET, SET and TRAP. The five PDUs are described below.
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GETREQUEST

GETNEXTREQUEST

RESPONSE
SETREQUEST

TRAP

used by the manager to get the value of an object.

used by the manager to get the value of an object.

used by the agent to respond to an action from the manager.
used by the manager to set the value of some object.

a special unsolicited PDU that an agent sends to a manager after

sensing some kind of prespecified condition.

In April 1993 a successor to the SNMP version 1 (SNMPvl) has been published: SNMP version 2

(SNMPv2). In general when reading the protocols, one should note the extensions made to the

SM!. The services the SNMPv2 provides are the same as for SNMPvl, although two new PDUs

are defined.

GETBULKREQUEST

INFORMREQUEST

used by a manager to get from the agent infonnation in the fonn of

several rows in a table (this number of rows can be selected using

a parameter).

used between managers to infonn each other about changes in the

MIB View of one of them.

Apart from these two POUs, more is defined in respect to security, manager-to-manager

communication and parties. A party is a group of NEs that somehow relate to each other. The total

combined management infonnation of all the NEs in a party is called an MIB View.

In this report, when discussing SNMP, SNMPv2 is meant, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.
The matching of the two protocols is kept very simple. SNMPvI is compatible with SNMPv2,

however the other way around is not necessarily true. The protocols of SNMPv2 are to be found in
[RFCI441] to [RFCI452].

2.3.2. Common management information protocol over TCP!IP

The CMOT is still in its experimental phase. Because it is based on CMIP and thc full OSI

functionality of NM, not many implementations have been build. It is meant as a standard for the

future. but many argue that it will ever find much support. As the name of the protocol suggests, it

is bascd on CMIP. This means that two systems can communicate on a basis of CMIP, while one

system uses the Internet PS and the other uses the OSI stack supporting the Intcrnct stack. This

implies that CMOT uses the same primitives as CMIP does. Also it suggests intelWorking between
OSI and Internet networks via, e.g., a double PS ([Meijers93]).

Since CMOT equals CMIP in functionality and services, it depends on the ACSE and ROSE
protocols. As has been stated before, the Internet PS is much simpler than the OSI stack. This
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results in a deficiency in service provided by the lower layers. Thus a need arises for an extra

protocol or layer to cover this lack. Therefore the Lightweight Presentation Layer (LPP) has been

created. The way these protocols fit together. is depicted in figure 2.9.

CMOT

5

PS

1

Figure 2.9: The protocols at the application layer, supporting CMOT.

2.4. Three concepts of network management
summarized

In this chapter three different network management models have been discussed. The first model is
the most powerful and most complex. Not many implementations of this model can be found. It

has been developed by the ISO. In this model five SMFAs and several SMFs are distinguished.

This can be helpful. because the management task can then be divided into several subtasks. The

protocol that is used to transport the management data is CMIP.

The TMN that is defined by the CCnT, is the second model. It can be seen as an extension to the

ISO model. It defines not only an information and physical architecture. but also a functional
architecture. The model distinguishes several levels in management, thus making it even more
complex than the ISO model.
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The last model is defined by the lAB for TCP/IP-networks. Two protocols (models) for data

transport have been defmed. The model that is based on SNMP is relatively simple, but less
powerful than the ISO approach. No SMFAs and SMFs are distinguished in this model. The model

uses the connectionless service offered by UDP. It is thought that this model will evolve until it is

compatible with the ISO model. For this reason a protocol called CMOT is defined. It is nothing

more than the CMIP protocol over a TCP/IP-network..
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MID: a closer look

A general overview of the three most promising concepts of NM and their protocols has been

discussed in the previous chapter. In this chapter the management information that is exchanged by

using these protocols, is examined. The information model used in the standards defines how to

describe management information, without favouring a specific implementation. The solution has

been sought in object-oriented modelling. The standardization committees are busy trying to define

the managed objects, their properties, their mutual relations, their behaviour, and the syntax used to

define them.

Management information is the data exchanged between manager and agent. It contains

information about an MO. The information is the management view of a resource that defines the

characteristics of that resource as seen by the manager. To a network, e.g., a printer has been

attached. Here the printer is the MO (if it is managed) that has several important characteristics to
the manager. Some of these could be: printerStatus (OnLine, Busy, Idle), errors (TonerLow,

PaperOut, PaperJam, PrintingJobld), etc.

To be able to describe the protocols and the objects, a formal syntax has to be used. This language

is the Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.I). In this report no description of the ASN.I language

is included. This has been omitted, because in general it is easy to understand. Where necessary,

extra explanation is given. Some documents that summarize ASN.I are [Neufeld92] and [Rose91].

The syntax has been approved as the [IS08824] standard. With the abstract syntax, a transfer
syntax is defined. Once the data is described in a machine-independent fashion (ASN.l), the data

must be transmitted over a network. This is the job of the transfer syntax notation: Basic Encoding

Rules (BER). The BER are also described in the documents that describe ASN.I. In this report no

further study is made to the BER. In practice the whole PDU has to be translated from ASN.I to

the transfer syntax. Then the data can be included in a lower layer packet.
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As has been explained before, CMIP from the ISO is the most complex of the standards. This is

not only true for the protocol, but even more for the data. On the other hand, SNMP was the

simpler protocol. This resulted also in a much simpler data structure. In the first two paragraphs

these two data models and their implications on management systems will be discussed.

Then the extensibility of MIBs will be looked at for both cases. This extensibility comes forth out

of the changing demands for NM in the future and the diversity of information for vendor specific

devices. Also, an abstraction of the two data models will be made to describe the problem in a

uniform fashion for both cases, CMIP and SNMP. Although in the rest of the report more
emphasis will be put on the Internet standard, the problem is to remain the same for the ISO

standards. Even the solution presented in chapter 4 will solve part of the problems occurring in
OSI networks.

3.1. The ISO management information model

The ISO has chosen a consequent object-oriented approach in which an abstraction of a resource is
modelled as an MO. All MOs with the same properties are grouped together in an Object Class

(OC). An object in the system belonging to a specific OC is called an instance of that OC. All the

abstractions together of resources (MOs) in a network that a manager knows how to handle, are

called the Shared Management Knowledge (SMK). The MIB contains all the values of all the
instances of the MOs in a network.. The Structure of Management Information (SMI) has been

described in the document [IS010165], and uses the full capability of ASN.l.

TOP

C1
A:
B:

C2.2
A:1..20
B:10.. 100
C:O ..1

CLl
A:1..5
B:10..100

C2.1
A:1..5
B:10..100
C:0..1

C2
A:
B:
C:

C1.2
A: 1..20
B:10..100

Figure 3.1:

30

An example of a class hierarchy.
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An OC can be created by refinement of already existing classes. This way a whole hierarchy of

classes can be designed. The principle on which this refinement is based, is called inheritance in a

strict sense. In figure 3.1 an example of inheritance is depicted. As can be seen, class 1.1 is the
father of child class 2.1. The latter has two parents, while the first has only one parent. Thus,

multiple parents are allowed. Every child has the same (rermed) properties as its parent(s) has, and

maybe some extra. But no properties of a parent can be removed in a child class. This is a

restriction in the model, which is called inheritance in the strict sense.

One powerful concept in the ISO approach is the use of allomorphism. An object from class 2.1

(in figure 3.1) can be reached as being an object from class 1.1, when the latter is its allomorphic
class. When dealing with a NM system that only knows OC 1.1 and not OC 2.1, an object dermed
as an instance of the latter can still be managed via the inherited properties of OC 1.1.

All management information is defined using templates. A template that defines an OC contains

several fields.
Attributes: the properties of an MO.

Operations: the assignments that can be passed to an object, relating to the object as a
whole or to single attributes.
Behaviour: the informal description of the semantics of the attributes, operations,

notifications, and the object as a whole.

Notifications: the messages that an object generates on certain events.
Conditional packages: the attributes, operations, and notifications an object might contain.
Place in the hierarchy.

Reference to the allomorphic classes.

An example of templates defining an OC and the information used by this OC can be found in
figure 3.2. The term 'DERIVED FROM' records the allomorphic class, and 'REGISTERED AS'

records the place in the hierarchy. In the next paragraph more is said about the latter. If one is
interested in more (realistic) examples, [OSI/NMFOO690] is worth reading. Herein the NM Forum

has defined information according to the ISO standards.

A good appraisal of the ISO efforts is given by [Hegering91].
It is a very generic model.

It provides good and flexible means of structuring an MIB.

The inheritance is very (maybe too) strict.
The behaviour and the conditional packages are not described formally.
ASN.l is a very powerful, but too ponderous, 'language'.

The many ISO concepts obstruct the interoperability.
Description methods of real resources are still in their infancy.
The model is created just in time.
It only deals with the system level and not with the implementation.

The ISO concepts have not been implemented on a broad basis yet.
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Figure 3.2:
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An example of templates defining all OC.
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3.2. The Internet SMI

When the lAB decided that it would develop its own management protocol for TCPIIP based

networks, it also concluded that it had to develop its own SMI and Mm(s). The starting-point for

the development of SNMP was that it had to be easy to implement and that it should be possible

to migrate in future to CMIP. These tactics have also influenced the work on the SMI. Since the

full object-oriented approach, as used in the ISO standards, is very complex and demands much

computer power, the lAB has not chosen this approach. Instead it has chosen to define objects that

are nothing more than abstract data types. The concepts of class inheritance and allomorphism are

not supported in the model. Because of this it can be stated that this approach is attribute-oriented.

In the Internet approach not all the types defined in the ASN.l document can be used. It is only

allowed to use INTEGER, OCTET STRING, IDENTIFIER, NULL, and SEQUENCE (OF). The

reason for this decision was that most other types can be derived from these types. Also some

types have been predefined, although less types than in the ISO SMI. see [RFCI441], [Black92],

and [Rose91].

The structure in which objects are defined has been recorded in the SMI document, [RFCI442].

The objects have the following (mandatory) frame, which in the Internet approach is called a

macro.

Name of the object.

Syntax of the object that is either an ASN.l type or some predefined type.

Maximal access part that can be given the values not-accessible, read-only, read-write. or

read-create.

Status part that can be given the values current, deprecated, and obsolete.

Description part that contains some text as to give details on the purpose and use of the

object.

Place in the hierarchy.

Optionally extra information can be added to the object.

The units in which the type is expressed can be added.

A textual cross-reference to object assignments defined in another information module.

An index clause when dealing with tables, or an augments clause.

A default value part.

Although this seems to include more infonnation than the ISO SM!. most of it are frills. Important

are the name. the syntax, and the place in the hierarchy. An example of the definition of an object

according to the SMI of the Internet can be found in figure 3.3. The fact that this object can be

seen as an attribute in the ISO case is remarkable. The example has been extracted from
[RFCI451].
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Figure 3.3: An example of object definition in SNMP.

By now the Internet has standardized several MIBs. One should note a difference in accent here.

Generally an MIB is the collection of all management information a system has. But the term is
also used to denote the defined objects in a module. Some of the best known are MIB I, MIB II

and the RMON MIB. Since the introduction of SNMPv2 several other MlBs have been defined as

well, like the party MIB [RFCl447], MIB for SNMPv2 [RFC1450J, and the Manager-to-Manager

MIB [RFC145l]. Many other MlBs have been defined which are hardly known. This is the subject

of the next paragraph.

As has been noticed before, every object in the ISO and the Internet sense must have a reference
to its place in the hierarchy. This hierarchy is a tree in which the world of objects, types,
conventions, etc. are recorded. The tree is named the Management Information Tree (MIT). At the

top of the tree the root is found. Directly under the root three branches can be distinguished,

leading to three nodes. The nodes are assigned to the standardization organizations CCITT, OSI,

and one for research that is done on a common basis.

Subsequent branches and nodes have to be passed to reach a leaf. The full sequence of nodes or

branches (separated by points) necessary to reach the desired leaf starting at the root, is called a

Distinguished Name (DN). As an example of the MIT, part of the official MIT is depicted in
figure 3.4. At the bottom of the tree a leaf called 'sysDescr' is found. This object can be

distinguished from other leaves and nodes by its DN. This can be either 'iso.ie

org.dod.intemet.mgmt.mib-l.system.sysdescr' or the sequence' 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1 '. The latter is of

course shorter, thus more efficient and better to use by computers. Another way to denote an

object is to give its Relative DN (RDN). This RDN consists of only part of the full DN, given a

certain starting point. E.g., if it is clear that the object is under the 'Internet' node, then it is

sufficient to distinguish the leaf from others by its RDN '2.1.1.1'. Thus omitting the prefix

'1.3.6.1 '. An example of an RDN can be found in figure 3.3. Here the RDN='3' starting at
'snmpEvent' .

Clearly in the MIT only the leaves can contain values or abstractions from resources. A node like

MIB I (' 1.3.6.1.2.1 ') has no instances of it in the network. To avoid confusion about the ISO case,
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it should be noted that there are two hierarchies defined: the MIT and the allomOIphic classes

hierarchy. In the MIT the object classes are also defined as the leaves of the tree, while in the

latter this is not true. In the hierarchy of allomOIphic classes in the ISO case, each parent (node)

can have implementations in the netwOIx.

root

o
CCITT ISO

2

CCITT-ISO

3
IE-ORG

1

Internet

1

MIB-l

1
System

1
SysDescr

Figure 3.4:

iso .ie-org ,dod .internet .mgmt .mib-1 ,system ,sysdescr
1.3,6,1.2.1.1.1

Part of the MIT.
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Also a appraisal of the Internet SMI is given in [Hegering9I].

It is a simple model.

Management information is to be seen as abstract data types, this implies that no

inheritance and allomorphism is possible.

No difference is made between objects and attributes, which leads to an attribute-oriented

approach.

Object groups, like MIB I, do not have the same functionality as the object classes in OSI.
The structure is not flexible, because of the limitations put on the ASN.I types.

No difference has been made between system management and layer management, thus it

is hardly possible to support different layers of management.

It is stable and a lot of implementations can be found.
CMOT gives a description of the transition process from SNMP to OSI.

No relationship between management variables can be made.

3.3. The extensibility of MIBs

In the discussion above about management information, no attention has been payed to the

collection of Mas. It has been explained that all the developed Mas get a place in the MIT, and

that there is a difference between the OSI MOs and the Internet objects. However, the total

collection of objects will expand in time. This makes it difficult to standardize. Several reasons for

this expansion can be given.

Changing demands on the functionality of NM systems in time. Since network managers

come up with new requirements for these systen:ts new MOs have to be defined. A good

example of this changing functionality can be found in the Internet history. SNMP did not
have any security mechanisms. Therefore the lAB defined a collection of MOs that can be

used in taking security measures.

New products and new technologies that are introduced to the market. These new devices

will put other demands on NM systems and probably other variables are introduced. This is

the cause why Internet has defined branches in its subtree under which private and

experimental MOs can be defmed. The names of these nodes are (of course)

'Experimental' and 'Private'. This idea is represented in figure 3.5.

Vendors think differently about the management infonnation that has to be included in
their devices. The lAB, e.g., has defmed a number of standard MIBs that represent the
infonnation on which consensus has been reached between most vendors. Thus the

information in the standard MIBs are an essential minimum to manage networks. This

vendor specific data is also recorded in the MIT under the 'Private' node in figure 3.5.

In the OSI case the same idea has been applied as in the example in figure 3.5 for the Internet

case.
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Internet (=1.3.6.1)

1 /~3T=:::::::::::::::::::~::::::~4:::::::::::===3"---_6
Directory Mgmt Experimental Private Security SNMPv2
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

1/ """2 1
MIB-1 MIB-2 Enterprises
~ ~

DEC
~

Novel
~

IBM
~

Figure 3.5: The Internet subtree with the private and experimental nodes.

In the case of Internet the extensibility of objects only takes one direction: the definition of new

objects (= attributes). In the ISO standards the extensibility has an extra dimension. Not only new

attributes can be defined (this is exactly the same as new objects in the Internet case, since it was

attribute-oriented), new objects can be defined as well. As a bonus, existing objects can be

expanded with optional extensions like new and existing attributes, operations, and notifications.

Figure 3.6:
Capabilities of the manager Capabilities of the MO
The union of the capabilities is called MCC.

Clearly in the ISO approach extensibility needs very complex procedures to append the extensions

to the management and agent processes. Also the structure of the objects can be changed while a

device is active. This of course will give rise to consistency problems. Fortunately OSI MOs can

be managed when new attributes are appended by means of the use of inheritance. The extra

fimctionality of the object however then cannot be addressed to. The manager is only able to

manage that part of an MO that has capabilities that the manager knows of. This is called

Management of the Common Capabilities (MCC). It can be thought of as the union of two

collections of variables. This idea is presented in figure 3.6. Thus, it is also interesting to look at

the problem of adding attributes in the ISO case as well. This problem is mentioned in [Tucker89].
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The fact that the Internet approach is attribute-driven and that in the ISO standards the problem of

automatically integrating new attributes in management software is interesting, has lead to the

conclusion that this issue of extending management information by adding new attributes needs to

be addressed for. In this report more emphasis has been put on the Internet world, mainly because

it is stable, simple, and widespread. However, the problem remains for OSI. In the Internet case

new objects can be added in three ways.

Defining new objects in the experimental subtree. This is done when new products arise or

new demands are being put on management systems. Eventually the useful ones are being

transferred from this tree to an official Mm.
Defining new objects in the private subtree. This is done by enterprises under their own

subtree. When all enterprises agree on the importance of an object in the private subtree it

can be included in some official MIB.

Defining a whole new MIB. In the past this has been done. e.g.• by defining MIB II.

because MIB I gave too little functionality.

Being able to append this extra information to a NM Software Packet (NMSP) gives the user extra

power in controlling the network, it gives vendors extra support for their devices and it saves costs,

for them and the users. because no extra program modules have to be written and appended to the

already existing software. A drawback of course is for vendors who apart from selling devices, also

sell their own management software. These vendors will loose a competitive advantage. However

when other vendors adapt to the idea of appending the attributes automatically. then they are more

competitive than the conservative vendor and the latter will have to follow.

3.4. Extensions for both approaches

The information model of the ISO supports a full object-oriented approach. Although it is very

powerful. complexity makes that it can not be implemented with present-day techniques. The

information model of the lAB is much simpler. It can be classified as an attribute-oriented

approach. However. the attributes are called MOs, which might be confusing to some people. All

MOs are placed in an MIT. The place in the MIT is denoted by the DN.

New objects can be appended to the MIT. This is called 'the extensibility of MIBs·. This is

characteristic to MIBs. because of changes in time. products. and technologies. Another reason. and

maybe the most dramatic, can be found in the fact that vendors think differently about management

information. Thus. NMSP must be flexible enough to cope with the new objects. The problem lays

in the field of appending the information automatically. Both approaches have to deal with this

problem.
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Integrating MID extensions

In the previous chapter it was observed that the management information can be extended in

different ways. For a user that has bought an NMSP it is very difficult and even sometimes
impossible to integrate these new objects into the software. A small investigation has been done to

gather insight in the situation in which a user is placed. This has been done by discussing problems

with a network manager and by visiting a commercial exchange. Also several articles have been

published that deal with problems for NM systems. However, most of the articles only describe the

problems and don't offer solutions. The discussions often start with an enlarged description of NM

and a comparison between CMIP and SNMP, ending by shortly fanning the problems. Seldom
directions for solutions to the problems are summoned. Some interesting articles to read are
[VandenBerg90] and [Reid90].

Several observations have been made during the research. For the manager it should be possible to

automatically perfonn four subsequent steps:
1. Detect a newly attached device to the network.

2. Receive a definition file of the objects available to the agent.
3. Compile the objects to link them to the NMSP, thus extending the management knowledge

of the manager.

4. Receive information on the semantics to know what to do with the objects.

This all deals with the configuration procedures. Once the first three steps have been carried out

the agent is fully manageable. The attributes or objects can be handled by, e.g., typing 'GET
objectl '. However, it is still left open, when using a Graphical User Interface (GUI), how the

information should be represented, and if it should be represented at all. E.g., whether an icon
should light-up when a special event occurs, whether a graph should be drawn when getting a

specific object, etc. No infonnation has to be represented in case of, e.g., automatic errorrecovery.
Objects that help establish these procedures are called 'invisible' objects. This is the task that the

last step perfonns. This report particularly deals with the first three steps. A short discussion of the
last step will be given at the end.
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4.1. A system that uses an old NMSP

It is interesting to know how to build a system that is able to perfonn the previously mentioned

algorithm (four steps) and to know what the problems are that will arise when the user is working

with an NMSP that is not capable of automatically integrating the extended information. Here a

distinction will be made between the NMSP and the GUI.

The structure of an NM system perfonning in the manager role is relatively simple. In figure 4.1 a

PS is drawn with on top of it an NMSP and a GUI. This is the system a user (read manager) in

practice is working with. Via the GUI specific management commands are given and notifications

are being displayed (after some filtering operations). The NMSP is responsible for translating the

commands to SNMP or CMIP code and for performing some database tasks. The latter involve,

e.g., memorizing the various instances of objects in the network and their addresses. This
infonnation can be thought of as part of the MIB. But also memorizing the types of objects in the

network is one of its task. This is done by consulting the SMK database. The PS takes care of the

communication. The detailed implementation of a manager is very complex, since it deals with

many different databases, intern and extern to the manager.

GUI

NMSP

Protocol
Stack

Figure 4.1:
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The architecture of a management station.
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When using such a system for the integration process. an extra tool has to be designed. This tool

will be called IKTAP, which stands for Information Knowledge Tester And Programmer. IKTAP

must be capable of performing the four steps previously mentioned. Several demands must be

made on IKTAP.

Receiving the file in which the objects that are included in an agent are defined. It should

be possible to either receive the file via communication with the agent device or via a

diskette that is delivered by the vendor. The first method includes new capabilities of

SNMP, while the latter is typically happening nowadays. Both methods are static, because

the SMK is extended at a given point in time. The file that contains all the information is

called the MIB deftnition file and is typically written in ASCII format conform to the

ASN.l rules. This file can contain parts of definitions from standard MIBs and new

attributes that are part of the private extensions. It is possible that some extensions are
omitted on purpose by vendors that bear in mind the competition of their own NMSP. This

can be seen as a hidden MIB, and it is not included in the provided document. The

document will be constructed as in figure 4.2. The hidden MIB then is a different

document not available to the user and thus the information cannot be included in the

NMSP.

The tool must be able to operate in full automatic, semiautomatic, and manual mode. This

to give the manager optimal freedom in the operational environment. Integration can take
place on a pure syntactical basis, or on a syntactical and semantical basis. In the ftrst case

the information is appended to the SMK, while in the latter case also pieces of program are

linked to the NMSP.

The tool should preferably be independent of the type of NMSP. Thus, making it

compatible with all possible implementations of a manager. This of course is difficult,

since no standards on manager software are published.

Do
Figure 4.2:

Vendor
specific
MIB:
Open

The MIB definition file and the hidden MIB.
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The place of the tool in the whole system can be thought of as depicted in figure 4.3. The system

should be:

Enclosed between the PS and the NMSP. This is necessary because IKTAP shall have to
detect new associations before the NMSP does so. Also, it shall have to receive the file

containing all the definitions for the objects available with the newly attached device.

Enclosed between the GUI and the NMSP. IKTAP must be able to communicate with the

user.
It should have access to the SMK database, since it shall have to write and read in this

database.

GU!

definition

Protocol
Stacie

1'•••••---- -- - ...... • __•••••• ,

; hOOk! T~l
..J- 0 I SMX

i 0 i
f--- -----' ...l L I
L __ __ __ j

file

Figure 4.3: The place of IKTAP in the architecture of an Nee.

The operations that IKTAP has to perfonn are in sequential order:

A new association is being detected by some sort of notification. The notification is filtered

out by IKTAP and queued for future use.

The tool requests the transfer of the MIB definition file. Then either the agent responses by

sending this file or the agent does not respond at all. In the latter case the manager has to
manually hand over the infonnation to the tool, e.g., by putting the diskette that contains

the file in the local disk drive. Either case, the tool has access to the file.

The tool checks the existence of the various objects and types by consulting the SMK

database.
Only the objects and types that are not included in the SMK database need to be appended.

Depending on the mode the system is in, the user shall have (full) control over the process

via the GUI or the process shall execute with no user interference. A difference is made

here between syntactical and semantical integration.
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The (infonnation) hook is compiled and linked to the NMSP.

The information is included in the SMK database for future use.

The notification to state a new association that was queued is released for use by the

NMSP.
This is the end of the process. Thus, the process is only executed at occurrence of some kind of

notification. Other possible ways of detecting a new device, e.g., when through polling a new
device is detected, must be left open. However, when a device is detected a notification must be

generated, either by the agent or by the manager.

4.2. The various parts of the system

Here the parts of IKTAP are discussed in more detail. This will be done, using the four steps that
are presented at the beginning of this chapter. The discussion is not restricted only for the Internet

case, but also shed has been thrown on the ISO case.

4.2.1. Detecting a new association

When using the Internet standards it is enough for IKTAP to detect new objects, since objects are

defined statically. Definition of new objects can only be done when devices or agents are off-line.
Only when a new device is attached to the network, (unknown or new) infonnation can be

available to the network and thus the manager. In the ISO case this is far from satisfactory,

because objects can be defined dynamically as well. When an agent is installed. it can create

objects during service. Here the creation of a new object must be measured.

In both cases a notification must be sent to the manager. In paragraph 5.1. a discussion is included

on how a typical start-up procedure for an agent in the Internet case is perfonned. This is

important since it forms the basis for the detection of the objects the agent controls. It is the

starting point for IKTAP.

4.2.2. Transferring the MIB definition file

For this activity, extra tools have to be build, within or on top of SNMP. SNMP messages are

constructed in PDUs that have a maximal length. However, mes are often bigger than this

maximum. Thus, files need to be split into transportable packets. This implies that file transfer

needs a reliable service, since no parts of the file may get lost. SNMP is a simple protocol using

an unreliable service and no mechanisms are available within SNMP to correct for this lack of
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service. This creates the need for an extension of the protocol or a tool that manipulates the

protocol in such a way that reliability is guaranteed. In paragraph 5.2. this problem is point of

discussion. Fortunately this can be done more easily in OSI networks, since CMIP can depend on a

connection-oriented service. Thus, here a pipeline is created from agent to manager to transfer a

file.

4.2.3. SMK database

In this database all known types to the manager are recorded. This happens independently on

whether dealing with the Internet or with the ISO case, although the information stored in both

cases is different. The database contains nothing more than the union of all objects as defined in

the definition file. The data shall preferably be stored in ASCII format. Since this database depends

heavily on the NMSP, no further attention has been payed to it. It is enough to know that such

databases are being used in existing NMSPs and that access should be possible by IKTAP.

MIB definition file in
ASCII format

MIB compiler

Format to be used by
NMSP

MIB editor

Format used by
station's applications

Figure 4.4:
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The M1B compiler and the M1B editor.
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4.2.4. Using the extensions

The first step for integrating the extensions, namely compilation and linkage, can be done by using

tools that are available on the market. A comparison of various tools is given in [Jander92]. In this
article M. Jander says that: "Some MIB editors, for instance, automatically integrate a translated

MIB into the management station's applications and graphics, while others provide little more

than a view of the MIB, leaving it to the user to integrate the new MIB variables into the

management station." The idea behind these tools is depicted in figure 4.4. The first step, called

the compiler, actually is a translator that converts ASCII text files of MIBs for use by an NMSP.
The second type of MIB tool converts the translator's output into a format usable by the
management station's applications or graphics. These output handlers let users view the MIB and

select the variables to be included in the NMSP. Of course, this last step is cumbersome since it
involves much work for the user. Furthermore the user shall have to indicate what to do with the
variables (the previously mentioned semantical problem). This is point of discussion in chapter 6.

Tools that perform similar tasks in OSI networks are under development. To get an idea on how

these tools should be designed and all the relating problems [Miyauchi91], [Kiriha91],

[Nakakawaji91], [Nakai91], [Modiri92], and [Sait091] are worth reading. When reading these
articles it will become clear that the problems for OSI are much more complex.

4.3. An imaginable tool: IKTAP

In this chapter four different steps have been distinguished for automated integration. It is assumed
that in the ideal case, a definition file of the management information available to a device is

available to the user. The task is split into four subtasks.

1. Detect new MOs.

2. Transport the definition file from the agent to the manager.
3. Integrate the information on a syntactical basis to the NMSP.
4. Integrate the information on a semantical basis to the NMSP.

It is considered useful if these four steps can be performed by a tool, called IKTAP, that can

cooperate with any NMSP. The tool is described for both the ISO and the Internet case. More

emphasis is put on the latter, because of its wide-spread use in modem communication networks.

Also it offers a good simplification of the ISO case.
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Transporting an MID definition
file

In the previous chapter the algorithm for automated integration of extended management

information has been presented. This algorithm consists of four steps. The algorithm can be

implemented around an existing NMSP as a tool. At the end of the chapter a discussion on the

various parts of the tool is included. Here some problems were pointed out for the Internet case as

well as for the ISO case.

In this chapter only attention will be payed to the Internet case. The main problem occurs in the

first two steps of the algorithm. In the first paragraph attention is payed on how a manager can

detect a device that is just attached to the network. Then the manager must get the definition file.

This is not trivial and therefore this point is enlarged described in the second paragraph.

5.1. Booting-up a system

When a device is powered up, it should be informed about its place in the network (hardware and

IP address) and the general structure of the network. The latter can be seen as some sort of '.CNF'

file as is often used in DOS. To serve the first purpose, a protocol like BOOTP can be used. This

protocol is started when a device performs a cold-start. The device, here the client, issues a

BOOTP request. The request is sent as a broadcast and will be picked up by a BOOTP server. This

request asks for the addresses of the client, and the path and the name of a file that includes more

information on the structure and configuration of the network. The server sends this information

back to the client using a BOOTP response. When the client receives this response it shall record

its addresses and try to get the file. More information on BOOTP can be found in [RFC951). An

extension to this document is [RFC1395).
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After this the file containing the extra infonnation on the network shall have to be transferred from

a server to the client. This server can be the same server as the BOOTP server or another server

specifically for this task constructed. This file transfer is typically done by using the protocol

TFfP. The client sends a TFTP request containing the name of the fIle to the responsible server.

This server shall transfer the file to the client using a TFTP response. Since it is possible that the

fIle is bigger than the maximum length of the data packets, TFfP supports the use of multiple data

packets delivering a reliable service. More infonnation can be found in [RFC1350].

An example of a typical boot-up procedure can be found in figure 5.1. Not in all networks this

procedure is applied. In some networks proprietary procedures are installed. However, after this

booting phase the device should know independently of the exact procedure the value of four

variables.

Its hardware address (in the network).

Its software address (IP-address).

The address of the NCC to respond to.

The maximum (UDP) packet size.

Server 1
~

Server 1 or 2
~

BOOTP request

BOOTP response

TITP request

Client
t=O

Figure 5.1: An example of a typical boot-up phase of an agent.

Time

5.2. MIB definition file transfer

Once the boot-up phase has been rounded off, the agent software will be started. The agent will

immediately send a 'ColdStart'-trap to the manager. This trap has been standardized in [RFCI450]

and is registered as '6.3.1.1.5.1' under the Internet node. This way the manager is notified of an

agent being started.
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As has been described in chapter 4, the transferring process of the MIB definitions has to be
started at this point in time. For this activity many alternatives are possible. The transferring of the

MIB definition file can be perfonned on eight different ways.
1. Using FfP.

2. Using E-Mail.

3. Using TFfP.

4. Writing a new protocol at the layer 5 above TCP.
5. Writing a new protocol at the layer 5 above UDP.

6. Extending the standard SNMP protocol above TCP.

7. Extending the standard SNMP protocol above UDP.

8. Making intelligently use of the already existing SNMP version.

The first three alternatives have the important advantage that the tools already exist and thus can
be used easily. However, the problem is that extra software has to be bought, stored, and executed.

This will put bigger demands on the capabilities and capacities of the agent. Furthennore an
interface has to be defined between the NMSP and FfP, E-Mail, or TFrP. For these reasons these

alternatives were not considered very useful. One could argue that TFfP is already available to the

agent, referring to the description in paragraph 5.1. However, it is not sure that the software is

installed on both the agent and the manager. Also the server/client role should be reversed for the
manager/agent. But above all, it should be stated that the MIB definition file is part of
management, and therefore should be transported using the management protocol.

The alternatives 4 and 5 also were rejected quickly, since in these cases nothing more than a new
kind of TFfP or FrP will be defined. Then the same arguments will play a role as previously

mentioned, plus the disadvantage that this approach will cost much effort.

AGENT MANAGER
GetRequest (FilePart=O,Eof=O.DefinitionFile)

~r------------

GetResponse (FilePart=l,Eof::O.DefinitionFile=·.....·)

GetRequest (FilePart=l.Eof=O,DefinitionFile)

GetResponse (FilePart=2.Eof=0.DefinitionFile::;·.....')
-----------I~

GetRequest (FilePart=2,Eof=0,DefinitionFile)

GetResponse (FilePart=3.Eaf=l,DefinitionFile="......)

~ 1
Time

Figure 5.2: An example of the implemenetation of alternative 8.
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Alternative 6 was rejected because it would put extra demands on the agent. Since TCP has to be
installed next to UDP, more software is necessary (UDP has to be installed since SNMP uses it).

Another reason is that SNMP is defined over UDP and not over TCP. Keeping it simple should be

an objective. The positive argument for this alternative is that reliability is guaranteed. This would

make the process of file transfer very simple, since it would involve nothing more than offering the

file and the address to TCP.

So only alternatives 7 and 8 were considered useful. During the project alternative 8 has been

looked at extensively. The advantage is that SNMP does not have to be extended. Only extra

management information has to be defmed. The extra information can than be used to control the
reliability of the UDP service. The reliability is guaranteed by a process between the NMSP and

SNMP. An example of this idea has been worked out in figure 5.2. The structure of processes is

included in figure 5.3.

The negative points are that too much is left to proprietary solutions and that an extra process must
be defined between SNMP and the NMSP. The problem that arises here is that it will be difficult

to decide which activities have to be handled by the process and which by the NMSP. Also it
would make things more surveyable if file transfer could take place only by using one or two
commands. For these reasons alternative 8 was considered not ideal.

The resulting alternative 7 has been chosen as the one to develop. This is the subject of the

remaining paragraphs in this chapter. In Appendix A the text of a proposal for an RFC is included.

GUI

Nt.lSP

~~
FILE TRANSFER SNMP pri1ll.itives

PROCESS

~~

UDP

Figure 5.3:
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The file transfer process in the hierarchy of processes.
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5.2.1. The GetFiIe service primitive

From the previous meditations it can be concluded that the need is created for an extra service:

GetFile. The nonnal SNMP version extended with this GetFile service is called SNMP+. This
service primitive should make it possible for the NCC to copy a file from the agent to its own
local environment. Only one variable can be included in the primitive. This is the variable that

refers to the defmition file. Since it is an NMP that transports the variable, the variable belongs to

the management infonnation. Thus the variable denoting the MIB definition file should be defined
as an MO. If in future other files should have to be transported, it can be done using this primitive

and defining the file as an MO. The way the service primitive is defined is depicted in figure 5.4.

The way a file is defmed is also included. In fact it is nothing more than a sequence of characters.

Not only the service has to be defmed, also the object mibDefinitionFile must be defined. This

object represents the contents of the MIB definition file. Several possible places lend themselves to

position the variable in the MIT. Since the variable contains infonnation about the Mas under the
Mgmt, Experimental and Private subtrees (see figure 3.5), it is a logical choice to position the
variable directly under the Internet node. Therefore a module has been designed that contains the
object. Although, via this method it will be possible to transport files using SNMP, it is advised to

use this option sparingly. In Appendix A the way the module and the variable are defined can be

found.

Now every device in the network has a mibDefinitionFile element in its MIB. Every single file is

called an instance of the mibDefmitionsFile element. All the files together form the knowledge of

the system.

In figure 5.5 an example of the way the file transport takes place in time can be found. For ease of
writing all details concerning 'request-id', 'error-status', and 'error-index' in the GetFile primitive,

are left out. The numbers in superscript refer to the steps in figure 5.5. The manager starts the
procedure by issuing a 'GetFileRequest {mibDefinitionFile}' (I). This request is transported to the

agent (2) that is also using SNMP+, because the agent should recognize the GetFileRequest. The

request is received by the agent software (3) and it is processes as if it were a normal GET
primitive. Thus by consulting the MIB (4) and assigning the contents of the requested object to the
MO mibDefinitionFile (5) and creating a 'GetFileResponse {mibDefinitionFile=" "}' (6). Then the

response is transported back to the manager using SNMP+ (I). At this level it is acceptable to

assume that the whole file is in the GetFileResponse and that the me is transported using only one

PDU. Finally the response is received by IKTAP (8), and the me can be used by the tool.

However, one problem that has previously mentioned occurs. The UDP packet-size is often not big

enough to contain the file entirely. Thus multiple PDUs have to be send back and forth between
manager and agent to get the complete file. This results in a conclusion that the service primitive
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cannot be properly projected onto one POU and thus tagging is not necessary. A tag is a label that

identifies a type, and is, so to say, a shortcut in denoting a type (primitive) when using the BER.

Since the GetFile can not be projected onto one packet, the GetFile is not coded using the BER,

and tagging is irrelevant.

Therefore the GetFileRequest should start a process within SNMP+, which can solve this problem.

This process should be supported by some primitives that can be projected onto a single PDU.

Four primitives have been defined as can be seen in Appendix A. These primitives are small

enough to fit into a UDP packet and resemble the POU defined in SNMPv2. Now only the process

needs to be defined, which is done in the next paragraph. There the use of the four POUs will be

extensively discussed.

Figure 5.4:
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The definition of the service primitive GetFile.
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GetFileRequest (mibDefinitionFile}
Implementation dependent
GetFileResponse (mibDefinitionFile=" ,"}

4

MIB

PS

Figure 5.5: The dispatchment of a GetFileRequest.

5.2.2. Four PDUs that support GetFile

It is showed that extra PDUs have to be defined to transport a file using the GetFile service

primitive. Four PDUs have been defined for this purpose. In Appendix A the exact definition of

the PDUs is included. An impression of the four PDUs is given in figure 5.6. while the names and

the purpose of the four PDUs is slated below.
The OpenPDU. used to set up a connection between two SNMP File Transfer Processes

(SFTPs).

The OosePDU, used to close an existing connection between two SFIPs.

The GetPartPDU. used by the manager to request the agent for a specific part of the

mibDefini tionFile.

The TransferPartPDU. used by the agent to respond to a GetPartPDU (thus containing the

requested part of the MIB definition file).

The first two PDUs are symmetric. This means that both the manager and the agent can send these

PDUs. The GetPartPDU is composed by the manager, while the TransfcrPartPDU is composed by
the agent.
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The definition of the four PDUs.

In figure 5.7 the structure of SNMP+ is depicted. On the left the normal SNMPv2 can be found,

with its five service primitives, which can be projected directly on a POD. On the right side the +-
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protocol can be seen, supporting the SNMP File Transfer Process. The latter is used as support for

the GetFile service primitive. The primitive can contain either a request or a response. The idea of

the service using the four newly defined POUs is a good example of the use of dividing service
and protocol. All the POUs are described in ASN.I and can be serialized (which is the

coding/decoding process) using the BER. The serialized POU can be included in a UOP packet.

SNMP+ ! NMSP

G T
S T

C SFTP~

ASN.1 & BER (serialization)

t UDP
Figure 5.7: The structure of SNMP+ with all its service primitives.

The last part that must be defined is the SFfP. It is tried to keep this as general as possible, to

keep it implementation independent. However, it must be noted that the process offers a reliable

fIle transport service and that it is based on the Stop&Wait algorithm. This algorithm is described

in [Tanenbaum90] (it should be noted that the acknowledgement number should be included in the

response to let the protocol function correctly). The algorithm is chosen, because it is very simple.

A drawback is that the procedure requires more time than, e.g., the GoBackN or SelectiveRepeat

procedures. However, these were rejected, since they demand more complex timing, buffering, and

error procedures. The exact definition can be found in Appendix A. In this chapter only the way a

GetFileRequest must be handled, is described.

It should be noted that timing procedures are the responsibility of the SFfP at the manager side of

the connection. E.g., if a response is lost or delayed, the manager side is responsible for keeping

track of the timeouts. If timeouts occur, a new request must be sent.
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The process of file transport can be divided in the eight subsequent steps as is presented in

figure 5.5. These steps are a division on the highest service level. The numbers in the description

of the process (see below), refer to figure 5.5. One level below, the level of exchange of PDUs is

found. The way the process functions is depicted in figure 5.8.

1. The GetFileRequest service is asked for by the manager.

The user issues a GetFileRequest.

The SFfP at the manager side receives this request and sends an OpenPOU request

to the agent.

2. The GetFileRequest is transported from manager to agent.

The OpenPOU is transported to the agent.

3,4,5. The GetFileRequest is handled by the agent by consulting the local MIB.

The agent shall generate a GetFileRequest for the local agent software.

The software shall consult its MIB for the requested file.

6. The GetFileResponse is generated by the agent

The software generates a GetFileResponse that contains the contents of the file.

The response is offered to the SFfP at the agent side.

If no problems occurred, the open-field in the OpenPDU is set to true. Otherwise,

it is left to false.

An OpenPOUResponse is generated by the agent and send to the manager.

7. The GetFileResponse is transported from agent to manager

Upon receipt of the OpenPDUResponse, the manager side generates a GetPartPDU

with the file-part-field set to the integer value of i (initial value = 1).

The POU is received by the agent SFfP.

From the whole file a part is chopped that can be transported in a UOP packet (or

any other packet).

The TransferPartPOU is created by assigning the requested file part to the file-part

binding-field. If the end of the file is detected, the eof-field is set to true, otherwise

it is left to false.

The TransferPartPOU is transported to the manager.

Step 7 is performed again for i:=i+l. unless a true eof-field is detected by the

SFfP at the manager side.

8. The process is ended and the response is ready for use by the NMSP and IKTAP.

The ClosePOU request is sent to the agent.

When receiving this POU. the SFfP at the agent side is stopped after sending a

ClosePDU response. If no problems occurred. the close-field is set to true.

The ClosePOU response is sent back to the manager SFfP.

When receiving this POU the SFTP shall create the primitive GetFileResponse with

the value of the file.

This service primitive is passed to the NMSP or IKTAP.

The SFfP at the manager side is also closed.
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When reading this process, it will become clear that also on the agent side some algorithms shall

have to be installed. First it is the extension to SNMP, the +-process and the SFTP. which must be

available. Also, the GetFile service must be controllable for the agent software. When the agent is

not equipped with these protocols, no response will be generated on an OpenPDU request from the

manager. Thus, the manager must conclude after several OpenPDU attempts that the MIB

definition file is not to be transported over the network.

~

>

> GetFileReqo~

~etFileReS(".) <

Manager SFTP
Process manager

GetFileReqO ~7 Opell.Req

OpenRes

~etPart(1)
TransferPart(l ...... ,)

<
<
GetPart(376)

SFTP
agent

Agent
Process

~

~

TransferPart(316 .... ".eof

~OSeReq
CloseRes

?etFileReS(.,,) <
Figure 5.8: The interaction between the SFTP and the GetFile primitive.

5.3. The start-up phase for an agent

To detect new MOs in an Internet network, it is enough to detect newly attached devices. When an

agent is connected, first it shall need to know what its network address is. BOOTP is developed to

serve this purpose. When the agent knows about its address, it typically shall receive infonnation

on the configuration of the network it is attached to. A protocol like TFfP can be used to perform

this task. In this chapter an example of such a boot-up phase is discussed.

Once the address and the network configuration infonnation are received. the agent software can
be started. The software will immediately send a 'ColdStart' -trap to the manager. The latter will
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then have to start a process to get the MIB definition fIle, since the file is often too big to fit into a

UDP packet.

It was chosen to include this process in SNMP, creating the extended version SNMP+. Thus,

SNMP+ consists of the nonna! SNMP and a part for file transport. Only one primitive is visible to

the SNMP+ user: GetFile. This primitive uses a process, SFfP, that controls the timing, buffering,

and error procedures. SFfP uses four PDUs to control the process of fIle transfer.
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Chapter 6

Extensions to management
infortnation

In the previous chapter the automatic procedure for transferring an MIB definition file from agent

to manager has been described. It is an essential step in the configuration procedure. An extension

to the standard SNMP versions has been developed that performs these tasks. IKTAP receives the

file and with the use of MIB compilers and editors described in chapter 4 and [Jander92], the

objects that are included in the file can be integrated in the NMSP. Although this looks very
promising, two problems have been left untouched. In general MIB editors are nothing more than

MIB walkers. The MIB walker is a tool that offers the user the complete list of objects available in

a device. The user can choose a specific object and define or program how the object is
represented on the screen if at all. Thus, the user must create all kinds of windows, tables, graphs,
icons, etc. for the objects that have to be included in the NMSP. Some objects are not to be

displayed, so-called 'invisible' objects. These objects are used for, e.g., automatic errorrecovery,

automatic rerouting, etc. In these cases not only some icons have to be defined, but whole pieces

of programs need to be adjusted or linked. This is a specialistic job that takes a lot of time. The

user must have much experience not only with the NMSP, but also with SNMP, since the objects

need to be validated on their use.

Also the user can define to which SMFA (or sometimes a proprietary classification of management
functions) the object belongs. This is a normal procedure in many NMSPs. It can be very useful,

since if the system is in a specific mode (SMFA), the user shall be presented a much smaller list

of objects relating to that SMFA. However, to link all objects from a (probably very long) list that

is abstracted from the definition file, is a cumbersome process. Also, it can be used to derive rules
from concerning the way information is to be interpreted by the manager.

The problem of dividing the objects in several SMFAs is point of discussion in the first paragraph

of this chapter. The second problem that involves the representation of the information, is left
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untouched. However, in the second paragraph an interesting direction for displaying the object

infonnation is discussed in which the solution can be sought. No further attention is payed to the

'invisible' objects.

6.1. Dividing objects over SMFAs

The idea is to divide the objects over SMFAs. Now Internet does not support any functional areas.

Since the SMFAs as defined in the ISO standards, see chapter 2, cover most working areas, these

have been chosen. However, demands may change in future and per vendor, thus an extra class has

been defined: 'other'. It shall contain all variables that cannot be assigned to one of the other five

SMFAs.

For the division, two approaches can be thought of. The first is to make some modules, each

representing an SMFA. In these modules the known modules, like Directory, Mgmt, Experimental,

etc., are defined. All objects are included that are useful to the SMFA in these modules. The idea

is depicted in figure 6.1.

Internet (=1.3.6.1)

FM
~

PM
~

SM AM
~

eM
~

other
~

1 /~3;T=::::::::::::::::::::::::::5r:::::::::~~-_6
Directory Mgmt Experimental Private Security SNMPv2
~/'-....~ I ~ ~

1/ "",,-2 1
MIB-l MIB-2 Enterprises
~ ~

DEC Novel IBM
~ ~ ~

only objects that
are essential to
SM

Figure 6.1:

60

The division of objects in SMFAs ill the MIT.
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Several problems occur when trying this method. These considerations have lead to the rejection of

this approach.

An object can be essential to more than one SMFA. Thus, sometimes objects must be

declared in multiple modules. This gives way to extensive overhead in the MIT.

Everything under the Internet node shall have to be redesigned. At least one extra node is

introduced in the tree. Thus, existing objects shall be assigned new object identifiers. This

disables interworking with older devices.

More identifiers are necessary to define an object instance, because the tree is 'deeper'. It

is preferred to keep the names as short as possible.

The second idea is to define for every object individually to which SMFA it belongs. This can be

done through inclusion of an extra clause in the definition of objects. It is the Functional Area

(FA) clause that is designed for this purpose. In this clause the designer of the object defines to

which SMFA it belongs. If the clause is omitted, it is assumed that the object belongs to all

SMFAs. E.g., in figure 6.2 an object is defined using this technique. The definition includes the

line 'FUNCTIONAL-AREAS FM, PM'. The NMSP shall couple the object to the FM and PM

mode. When either one of the two modes is activated, the object will be visible to the user.

Otherwise, the object is not accessible to the user in that mode.

Figure 6.2: An example of object definition in SNMP with FA-clause.

The exact definition of this clause is included in Appendix B. It is an extension of the SMI

document [RFCI442]. In figure 6.3 the heart of the matter, namely the wayan object is defined

with te FA-clause, is depicted.

6.2. Information presentation using a GUI

Only defining to which SMFA an object belongs is not enough for automated integration.

However, it is already of great support to the user. The ideal would be a system that can configure

itself, without intervention of humans. However, one question arises: "To what extend must the
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system be configured automatically. Not only distinctions between NMSP vendors disappear, but

also the risk of creating systems arises that are not flexible. since the user has little or no

influence in the whole process." One could argue that the last step of IKTAP is far beyond the

scope of the standardization of NM, since it is very dependent on the individual taste of the

manager about what to do with the information. Systems must always allow for a network manager

to intervene. The use of CASE-tools must be considered here. This is of course an implementation

dependent question. It still is of technical importance to investigate the possibilities, such an

approach offers to both the user and the vendor.

Figure 6.3: The definition of the FA-clause in the SMI.

Information on how the object is integrated in the network can be included in the objects. This

way, just like in the FA-clause, the NMSP is infonned when receiving the MIB definition file.

Several possibilities can be distinguished when displaying information. Among them are changing
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icons, colours, and sounds, drawing graphs, presenting tables. making reports, and nonnal value

representation. When research is done in the field described in this paragraph, it should start with
an intensive investigation to the demands a user can make to an NMSP and aUI. The investigation
should include at least several interviews with network managers and an extensive period in which

some NMSP are tested for their capabilities.

Once the demands on NM systems are known. the researcher can direct his attention on how to
manipulate variables to automatically draw, e.g., a graph. A direction in which the solution can be

sought, is the development of objects that offer a display hint. These objects are called Display
Hint Objects (DHO). The DHOs are defined using several parameters or attributes. To clarify this

idea, an example of the defInition of an object in the MIB definition fIle is given in fIgure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: An example of object definition with DHOs.

In figure 6.4 an MO 'temperature' is defined. The object is assigned an integer value representing

the current temperature measured in a device. The object can be used in the modes SM and FM,
and also in the mode that is called 'other'. To display the object on the screen. the user can choose
one of the options. When selecting the first option, a graph is drawn in a window of type I (this is

some specific type or fonn of window, to which no attention is payed here). The graph is drawn in

a normal mode. Also, e.g.. pie-chart mode, block-chart mode. and others are possible here. On the

x-axis the time in seconds is drawn. while on the y-axis the temperature in degrees is represented.
Note that it also should be possible to define formulas for the variables on both axes containing
more than just one variable per axis. The second possible form of representation of the

information, is the mode in which only the value of the object is displayed. Here the value of the
object is printed in a window of type 2.

For this purpose the Display Hint (DH) clause can be defined. Not only the clause must be

developed, but also the DHOs must be standardized. This can be done only when knowing what
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the demands on the system are. The way these DHOs must be defmed is still left open, as well as

the type of DHOs that must be defined. As an example of a possible definition of a DHO,

figure 6.5 is given. DHOs shall be given an own node in the MIT, under which all definitions with

respect to DHO are placed. The recognition of DHOs can be the starting point of further research.

An interesting approach to standardizing GUIs is presented in [Marchisi093].

Figure 6.5: An example of a DHO definition.

6.3. Future Research

In this chapter an extension, the FA-clause, to the SMI has been presented that can be used to

automatically append objects to specific SMFAs. Since no SMFAs are defined in the Internet

model, the functional areas as defined in the ISO model have been selected, because they cover
most working areas. The division of objects into SMFAs can be very useful. When a user is

working in a specific functional mode, he is bothered with less objects to chose from.

This is not enough for automated integration. Two areas can be distinguished that have been left

untouched: the representation of objects using a GUI and the use of 'invisible' objects. For the first

a direction for future research is given by the presentation of the DH-clause. The latter is not

mentioned further, since the subject is extremely difficult and too far from the starting point of this

report. Probably it will involve the use of yet another clause in the definition of objects and an

expert system. It must be concluded that much remains to be done in both fields and that the
research should start with an investigation of the market and the needs of network managers.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

One of the first things that is noticed when studying topics on NM, is the enormous amount of

literature that has been, and still is, published. However, only few articles are written that deal with

the problem described in this report: automated integration of new objects.

Three concepts for NM have been studied. It can be concluded that the TMN model from the

CCI'IT is an extension to the model developed by the ISO. Both are based on the CMIP and are

truly object-oriented. The latter makes the models extremely complex. In the (tele)communication

world of today, hardly any implementation can be found. The third model has been developed by
the lAB and is based on SNMP. It can be classified as very simple and attribute-oriented. The

Internet model can be seen as a simplification of the ISO model in respect to NM. Especially the

information model is to be seen this way.

For both the ISO and the Internet case the demands made to NMSPs with respect to the
extensibility of MIBs has been subject of investigation. In both cases, NMSPs must provide the

ability to integrate extensions to management information in the software. Changing demands for

NM systems in time are the reason for the demands made on the extensibility. These demands are
caused by new products, new technologies, and by different views on NM from various vendors.

This creates the need for automated integration tools.

An imaginable tool is described that can perform the task of automated integration. It is called
IKTAP. The tool is based on four steps.

1. Detect new devices or objects.

2. Transport a definition file that contains information on the objects.
3. Integrate the information syntactically in the NMSP.
4. Integrate the information semantically in the NMSP.

For all steps the problems that are encountered in both the ISO case and the Internet case are

described. More emphasis is put on the latter case, because of its use in communication networks.
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The detection of a new device, and thus possible new objects, in the Internet case is started after

the agent's start-up phase. This starting up can be done by a protocol similar to BOOTP (and

TFfP). When the protocol is stopped, the agent must among others know the address of the

manager it has to respond to. Then the agent software is started, and a 'ColdStart'-trap is generated

by the agent. This is the trigger event for the NMSP to request for the transmission of the MIB

definition file.

For the exchange of the definition file an extension to the SNMP protocol was made. The

extension makes the SNMP more complex, but creates the advantage of automatic file transport.

However, it is advised to use the fIle transfer mode sparingly, since it will cause much overhead.

For the problem of syntactical integration, tools have been developed. A start has been made with

solving the problem of semantical integration. An extension to the SMI has been made with the

FA-clause. This clause can be used to link the attributes to specific functional areas. The SMFAs

as defined in the ISO standards are cited here. Some interesting ideas for using the attributes in a
graphical user environment are presented. No idea has been fonned on how to use 'invisible'

objects. These objects are not to be presented to the user, since they are used for automatic

procedures, like, e.g., automatic error recovery or rerouting.

7.1. Subjects for further study

This research project can be extended in four directions.

1. Defining objects that provide hints when using a GUI. This research project must start with

an intensive study to the demands and the use of NM systems.
2. Developing procedures for integrating 'invisible' objects. In other words, to define what

procedures need to be automated and how the software can perfonn these tasks. This

research project too, must start with an intensive study to the demands and the use of NM

systems. Probably, the research will lead to the area of expert systems.

3. Further research to the integration of ISO and Internet networks with respect to the

infonnation. Also solving the problem of automated integration for the more extended and

complex ISO case can be part of this research.

4. Developing/implementing a tool (IKTAP) that can perfonn the whole integration process.

The first two directions are a direct extension to this report. However, because of the importance of

the marketing research, it might be advisable to assign parts of these projects to a student from an

economic faculty. A very interesting direction, is the development of the tool for the ISO case. The

tool can (must) be designed in such a way that it is also usable in Internet networks. The fourth
direction is the final step in this area of integration and can only be performed well, when results

of the other three directions are known.
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Appendix A

SNMP+: Extension to SNMP for
file transport

This appendix is a proposal for an RFC, and can be read as an independent
document, although it supplements [RFC1442] and [RFC1448]. Parts of this
document are copied from other RFCs.
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SNMP+: Extension to SNMP for file transport

1. Introduction

A network management system contains:
several (potentially many) nodes, each with a processing entity,
termed an agent, which has access to management instrumentation,
at least one management station, and,
a management protocol, used to convey management information between
the agents and management stations.

Operations of the protocol are carried out under an administrative
framework which defines both authentication and authorization policies.

Network management stations execute management applications which monitor
and control network elements. Network elements are devices such as hosts,
routers, terminal servers, etc., which are monitored and controlled through
access to their management information.

Management information is viewed as a collection of managed objects,
residing in a virtual information store, termed the Management Information
Base (MIB). Collections of related objects are defined in MIB modules.
These modules are specified using a subset of OSI's Abstract Syntax
Notation One (ASN.I) [IS08824]. It is the purpose of the 'Structure of
Management Information (SMI) , document [RFCI442] to define that subset.

Some MIB modules and their objects are standardized, while others are
proprietary. When buying a devices, the vendor shall equip it with an MIB
definition file. This file contains the definition of all objects and types
of the objects that are in the devices' MIB. The format of the file is
ASCII, and the objects are defined conform to the ASN.l standard. In this
document a module is proposed in which an object is defined that is used to
contain the MIB definition file. This should be read as an enhancement to
[RFC1442] .

To transport the file from agent to manager, a new service is proposed: the
GetFile service. This service cannot be projected onto one PDU. Therefore,
four new PDUs are declared to support the transportation of the MIB
definition file. This document proposes the service and the four PDUs.
Also, it describes the process that coordinates all the actions to be
performed.
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1.1. A Note on Terminology

SNMP+: Extension to SNMP for file transport

For the purpose of exposition, the original Internet-standard Network
Management Framework, is termed the SNMP version 1 framework (SNMPvl). The
current framework is termed the SNMP version 2 framework (SNMPv2). When the
term SNMP is used, SNMPv2 is meant, unless otherwise stated.

When the term SNMP+ is used, the normal SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 is meant, extended
with the GetFile service. So, SNMP refers to SNMPvl or SNMPv2, and + refers
to the GetFile service and its underlying principles. This is illustrated
in figure 1. All rules that apply to SNMPv2, also apply for SNMP+.

SNMP

GET SET TRAP (INFORM) RESPONSE
II

II
II

+

GETFILE

"
~
II
II

Figure 1: SNMP with the GetFile service forms SNMP+
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2.

2.1.

Overview

Roles of Protocol Entities

An SNMP entity may operate in a manager role or an agent role.

An SNMP entity acts in an agent role when it performs SNMP management
operations in response to received SNMP protocol messages (other than an
inform notification) or when it sends trap notifications.

An SNMP entity acts in a manager role when it initiates SNMP management
operations by the generation of SNMP protocol messages or when it performs
SNMP management operations in response to received traps or inform
notifications.

An SNMP entity may support either or both roles, as dictated by its
implementation and configuration. Further, an SNMP entity can also act in
the role of a proxy agent, in which it appears to be acting in an agent
role, but satisfies management requests by acting in a manager role with a
remote entity. The use of proxy agents and the transparency principle that
defines their behaviour is described in [RFC1445].

2.2. Management Information

The term, variable, refers to an instance of a non-aggregate object type
defined according to the conventions set forth in the SMI [RFC1442] or the
textual conventions based on the SMI [RFC1443]. The term, variable binding,
normally refers to the pairing of the name of a variable and its associated
value. However, if certain kinds of exceptional conditions occur during
processing of a retrieval request, a variable binding will pair a name and
an indication of that exception.

A variable-binding list is a simple list of variable bindings.

The term, file, refers to an instance of an object mibDefinitionFile. This
object corresponds to the MIB definition file of the agent, in which the
definition is included of all objects, traps, and types that are used by
the agent. It is an ASCII file, in which the definitions are given conform
to the ASN.l standard. Thus, it has always the syntax SEQUENCE OF OCTET
STRING. The term, file binding, normally refers to the pairing of the name
of a file and its associated contents. However, if certain kinds of
exceptional conditions occur during processing of a retrieval request, a
file binding will pair a name and an indication of that exception.

The name of a variable or a file is an OBJECT IDENTIFIER which is the
concatenation of the OBJECT IDENTIFIER of the corresponding object-type
together with an OBJECT IDENTIFIER fragment identifying the instance. The
OBJECT IDENTIFIER of the corresponding object-type is called the OBJECT
IDENTIFIER prefix of the variable or the file.
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Access to Management Information

Four types of access to management information are provided by the
protocol. One type is a request-response interaction, in which an SNMP
entity, acting in a manager role, sends a request to an SNMP entity, acting
in an agent role, and the latter SNMP entity then responds to the request.
This type is used to retrieve or modify management information associated
with the managed device.

A second type is also a request-response interaction, in which an SNMP
entity, acting in a manager role, sends a request to an SNMP entity, also
acting in a manager role, and the latter SNMP entity then responds to the
request. This type is used to notify an SNMP entity, acting in a manager
role, of management information associated with another SNMP entity, also
acting in a manager role.

The third type of access is an unconfirmed interaction, in which an SNMP
entity, acting in an agent role, sends an unsolicited message, termed a
trap, to an SNMP entity, acting in a manager role, and no response is
returned. This type is used to notify an SNMP entity, acting in a manager
role, of an exceptional situation, which has resulted in changes to
management information associated with the managed device.

The fourth type of access is the GetFile service request, in which an SNMP+
entity, acting in a manager role, sends a GetFile primitive to an SNMP+
entity, acting in an agent role, and the latter SNMP+ entity then responds
to the service request, via a GetFile service response. This type of
service is used by an entity, acting in a manager role, to retrieve the MIB
definition file of an entity, acting in an agent role.

2.4. Retransmission of Requests

For all types of request in this protocol, the receiver is required under
normal circumstances, to generate and transmit a response to the originator
of the request. Whether or not a request should be retransmitted if no
corresponding response is received in an appropriate time interval, is at
the discretion of the application originating the request. This will
normally depend on the urgency of the request. However, such an application
needs to act responsibly in respect to the frequency and duration of
re-transmissions.

2.5.

The
( 1)

(2 )

Message Sizes

maximum size of an SNMP message is limited the minimum of:
the maximum message size which the destination SNMP entity can
accept; and,
the maximum message size which the source SNMP entity can generate.

The former is indicated by partyMaxMessageSize [RFC1447] of the destination
party. The latter is imposed by implementation-specific local constraints.
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Each transport mapping for the SNMP indicates the minimum message size
which an SNMP implementation must be able to produce or consume. Although
implementations are encouraged to support larger values whenever possible,
a conformant implementation must never generate messages larger than
allowed by the receiving SNMP entity.

One of the aims of the GetBulkRequest-PDU, specified in this protocol, is
to minimize the number of protocol exchanges required to retrieve a large
amount of management information. As such, this PDU type allows an SNMP
entity acting in a manager role to request that the response be as large as
possible given the constraints on message sizes. These constraints include
the limits on the size of messages which the SNMP entity acting in an agent
role can generate, and the SNMP entity acting in a manager role can
receive.

However, it is possible that such maximum sized messages may be larger than
the Path MTU of the path across the network traversed by the messages. In
this situation, such messages are subject to fragmentation. Fragmentation
is generally considered to be harmful, since among other problems, it leads
to a decrease in the reliability of the transfer of the messages. Thus, an
SNMP entity which sends a GetBulkRequest-PDU must take care to set its
parameters accordingly, so as to reduce the risk of fragmentation. In
particular, under conditions of network stress, only small values should be
used for max-repetitions.

Since, it is possible that transported files, when using the GetFile
service, are too big to be projected onto one PDU, it is necessary to split
the file in small part, and to transport these parts seperatly. To support
this process, four PDUs are defined that support the SNMP File Transfer
Process (SFTP), generating the GetFile service. For both the manager and
the agent SFTP needs to be defined.

2.6. Transport Mappings

It is important to note that the exchange of SNMP messages requires only an
unreliable datagram service, with every message being entirely and
independently contained in a single transport datagram. Specific transport
mappings and encoding rules are specified in [RFC1449]. However, the
preferred mapping is the use of the User Datagram Protocol.
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3.1.

Definitions

The MIB Definition File

SNMP+: Extension to SNMP for file transport

SNMP+-SMI DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN
an enhancement to [RFCl442]

the path to the root
internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER o .- { iso 3 6 1 }

directory OBJECT IDENTIFIER 00- { internet 1
mgmt OBJECT IDENTIFIER 00- { internet 2
experimental OBJECT IDENTIFIER 00- { internet 3
private OBJECT IDENTIFIER 00- { internet 4 }

enterprises OBJECT IDENTIFIER O. - { private 1 }

security OBJECT IDENTIFIER 00- { internet 5 }

snmpV2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER o 0 - { internet 6 }

mibDefinition OBJECT IDENTIFIER 0.- { internet 99 }

-- transport domains
snmpDomains

-- transport proxies
snmpProxys

-- module identities
snmpModules

END

OBJECT IDENTIFIER

OBJECT IDENTIFIER

OBJECT IDENTIFIER

{ snmpV2 1 }

{ snmpV2 2 }

{ snmpV2 3 }
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SNMP+-MIB-DEFINITIONS-MIB DEFINITIONS

IMPORTS
MODULE-IDENTITY, OBJECT-TYPE

FROM SNMPv2+-SMI

mibDefinition MODULE-IDENTITY

BEGIN

LAST-UPDATED
ORGANIZATION

CONTACT-INFO

DESCRIPTION

::= ( internet 99 )

"930820200030·
"Eindhoven University of Technology, Faculty of
Electrical Engineering, Digital Systems Group"

"Ir. M.J.M. van Weert, ing. W.M. Kruijtzer, and
E.B.C. Daniels
Eindhoven University of Technology
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, EH.10.28
P.O. Box 513
NL-5600 MB Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-(0)40-473653
Fax.: +31-(0)40-448375"

"When buying a device, the management capabilities
of this device have to be known to the manager and
have to be integrated in the software. The
capabilities will be given as an ASCII-file,
containing the definition of objects, types,
traps, and modules known to the device. In this
module the object used to contain the MIB
definition file is defined."

mibDefinitionFile
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

OBJECT-TYPE
SEQUENCE OF OCTET STRING
read-only
current
"The MIB definition file. This file is in
ASCII-format, containing the description of all
the modules, objects, types, and traps known to
the device, conform to the ASN.1 standard."

( mibDefinition 1 )

END
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SNMP+: Extension to SNMP for file transport

SNMP+-PDU-and-service DEFINITIONS
-- an addendum to [RFC1448]

IMPORTS
Integer32, ObjectName

FROM SNMPv2-SMI
TruthValue

FROM SNMPv2-TC

-- GetFile service primitive
GetFile .. - IMPLICIT FILEPRIMITIVE

for proxy compatibility
for proxy compatibility
for proxy compatibility

FILEPRIMITIVE
{request-id

error-status

error-index

file-binding

.. - SEQUENCE
Integer32,

-- sometimes ignored
INTEGER
(noError (0) ,
tooBig (1) ,
noSuchName(2),
badValue (3) ,
readOnly (4) ,
genErr (5) ,
noAccess (6) ,
wrongType (7 ) ,
wrongLength ( 8) ,
wrongEncoding(9) ,
wrongValue (10) ,
noCreation (11) ,
inconsistentValue(12),
resourceUnavailable(13),
commitFailed(14),
undoFailed(15) ,
authorizationError(16),
notWritable (17) ,
inconsistentName(18)

},

sometimes ignored
INTEGER,

-- values are sometimes ignored
FileBind
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data units
CHOICE

Open-PDU,
Close-PDU,
GetPart-PDU,
TransferPart-PDU

-- protocol
PDUs .. 
{open
close
get-part
transfer-part

}

PDUs
Open-PDU
Close-PDU
GetPart-PDU
TransferPart-PDU

[8] IMPLICIT OpenPDU
[9] IMPLICIT ClosePDU
[10] IMPLICIT GetPartPDU
[11] IMPLICIT TransferPartPDU

max-bindings
INTEGER 2147483647

OpenPDU
(request-id

SEQUENCE
Integer32,

error-status -- sometimes ignored
INTEGER
{noError(O) ,
tooBig (1) ,
noSuchName(2) , for proxy compatibility
badValue(3), for proxy compatibility
readOnly(4) , for proxy compatibility
genErr(5) ,
noAccess ( 6) ,
wrongType (7) ,
wrongLength (8) ,
wrongEncoding(9) ,
wrongValue (10) ,
noCreation (11) ,
inconsistentValue(12) ,
resourceUnavailable(13) ,
commitFailed(14) ,
undoFailed (15) ,
authorizationError(16) ,
notWritable(17) ,
inconsistentName(18)

} ,
error-index -- sometimes ignored

INTEGER (O .. max-bindings),

open TruthValue,

file-binding -- values are sometimes ignored
FileBind
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for proxy compatibility
for proxy compatibility
for proxy compatibility

ClosePDU
{request-id

error-status

error-index

close

file-binding

SNMP+: Extension to SNMP for file transport

SEQUENCE
Integer32,

-- sometimes ignored
INTEGER
{noError(O),
tooBig(l) ,
noSuchName(2),
badValue(3),
readOnly (4) ,
genErr(5),
noAccess(6),
wrongType (7 ) ,
wrongLength(8),
wrongEncoding(9),
wrongValue (10) ,
noCreat ion (11) ,
inconsistentValue(12),
resourceUnavailable(13),
commitFailed(14),
undoFailed (15) ,
authorizationError(16),
notWritable (17) ,
inconsistentName(18)

} ,

sometimes ignored
INTEGER (O ..max-bindings),

TruthValue,

-- values are sometimes ignored
FileBind
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for proxy compatibility
for proxy compatibility
for proxy compatibility

GetPartPDU
{request-id

error-status

error-index

next-part

file-part-binding

SEQUENCE
Integer32,

-- sometimes ignored
INTEGER
(noError (0) ,
tooBig (1) ,
noSuchName(2) ,
badValue (3) ,
readOnly (4) ,
genErr (5) ,
noAccess (6) ,
wrong'Iype (7 ) ,
wrongLength (8) ,
wrongEncoding(9) ,
wrongValue (10) ,
noCreat ion (11) ,
inconsistentValue(12) ,
resourceUnavailable(13) ,
commitFailed(14),
undoFailed (15) ,
authorizationError(16) ,
notWritable(17) ,
inconsistentName(18)

},

sometimes ignored
INTEGER (O ..max-bindings),

INTEGER,

-- values are sometimes ignored
FileBind
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for proxy compatibility
for proxy compatibility
for proxy compatibility

TransferPartPDU
{request-id

error-status

error-index

part-number

eof

file-part-binding

SNMP+: Extension to SNMP for file transport

SEQUENCE
Integer32,

-- sometimes ignored
INTEGER
{noError (0) ,
tooBig (1) ,
noSuchName (2) ,
badValue (3) ,
readOnly (4) ,
genErr (5),
noAccess (6) ,
wrongType (7 ) ,
wrongLength(8) ,
wrongEncoding(9) ,
wrongValue ( 10) ,
noCreation(ll) ,
inconsistentValue(12) ,
resourceUnavailable(13) ,
commitFailed(14),
undoFailed(15) ,
authorizationError(16) ,
notWritable(17) ,
inconsistentName(18)

) ,

sometimes ignored
INTEGER (O .. max-bindings),

INTEGER,

TruthValue,

-- values are sometimes ignored
FileBind
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-- the file binding
FileBind .. - SEQUENCE
{name ObjectName,

CHOICE
{ value

unSpecified

FileSyntax,

-- in requests
NULL,

-- exceptions in responses
noSuchObject[O] IMPLICIT NULL,

}
}

noSuchInstance[l]

endOfMibView[2]

IMPLICIT NULL,

IMPLICIT NULL

the syntax of a file has, only ASCII is permitted
this is the type of an MIB definition file

FileSyntax .. - SEQUENCE OF OCTET STRING

END
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4.

4.1.

Protocol Specification

Common Constructs

SNMP+: Extension to SNMP for file transport

The value of the request-id field in a Response-PDU takes the value of the
request-id field in the request PDU to which it is a response. By use of
the request-id value, an SNMP application can distinguish the (potentially
multiple) outstanding requests, and thereby correlate incoming responses
with outstanding requests. In cases where an unreliable datagram service is
used, the request-id also provides a simple means of identifying messages
duplicated by the network. Use of the same request-id on a retransmission
of a request allows the response to either the original transmission or the
retransmission to satisfy the request. However, in order to calculate the
round trip time for transmission and processing of a request-response
transaction, the SNMP application needs to use a different request-id value
on a retransmitted request. The latter strategy is recommended for use in
the majority of situations.

A non-zero value of the error-status field in a Response-PDU is used to
indicate that an exception occurred to prevent the processing of the
request. In these cases, a non-zero value of the Response-PDU's error-index
field provides additional information by identifying which variable binding
in the list caused the exception. A variable binding is identified by its
index value. The first variable binding in a variable-binding list is index
one, the second is index two, etc.

SNMP limits OBJECT IDENTIFIER values to a maximum of 128 sub-identifiers,
where each sub-identifier has a maximum value of 2**32-1.

The extension to normal SNMP, the GetFile service, is constructed using the
SFTP and four PDU. The four PDUs can be projected onto one packet using the
BER. Therefore, the extension can be depicted as in figure 2. All PDUs
corresponding to a certain GetFile primitive, have the same request-id
field as the GetFile primitive.

GETFILE
I
I

SFTP

Open GetPart TransferPart

I
I

Close

Figure 2: The construction of the GetFile service
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4.2. Service Processing

An SNMP+ entity acting in the manager role must be able to generate the
GetFile (request) primitive, and must be able to receive the GetFile
(response) primitive.

An SNMP+ entity acting in the agent role must be able to receive the
GetFile (request) primitive, and must be able to generate the GetFile
(response) primitive. The GetFile (response) is generated in the same way a
Response-PDU in SNMPv2 is generated for a GetRequest-PDU.

4.3. PDU Processing

It is mandatory that all SNMP+ entities acting in an agent role be able to
generate the following PDU types: Response-PDU, SNMPv2-Trap-PDU, Open-PDU
(response), Close-PDU (response), and TransferPart-PDU; further, all such
implementations must be able to receive the following PDU types:
GetRequest-PDU, GetNextRequest-PDU, GetBulkRequest-PDU, SetRequest-PDU,
Open-PDU (request), Close-PDU (request), and GetPart-PDU. It is mandatory
that all SNMPv2 entities acting in a manager role be able to generate the
following PDU types: GetRequest-PDU, GetNextRequest-PDU,
GetBulkRequest-PDU, SetRequest-PDU, InformRequest-PDU, Response-PDU, Open
PDU (request), Close-PDU (request), and GetPart-PDU; further, all such
implementations must be able to receive the following PDU types:
Response-PDU, SNMPv2-Trap-PDU, InformRequest-PDU, Open-PDU (response),
Close-PDU (response), and TransferPart-PDU.

In the elements of procedure below, any field of a PDU which is not
referenced by the relevant procedure is ignored by the receiving SNMP+
entity. However, all components of a PDU, including those whose values are
ignored by the receiving SNMP+ entity, must have valid ASN.l syntax and
encoding. For example, some PDUs (e.g., the GetRequest-PDU) are concerned
only with the name of a variable and not its value. In this case, the value
portion of the variable binding is ignored by the receiving SNMP+ entity.
The 'unSpecified' value is defined for use as the value portion of such
bindings.

For all generated PDUs, the message "wrapper" to encapsulate the PDU is
generated and transmitted as specified in [RFC1445]. The size of a message
is limited only by constraints on the maximum message size, either a local
limitation or the limit associated with the message's destination party,
i.e., it is not limited by the number of variable bindings.

On receiving a management communication, the procedures defined in Section
3.2 of [RFC1445] are followed. If these procedures indicate that the PDU
contained within the message "wrapper" is to be processed, then the SNMP+
context associated with the PDU defines the object resources which are
visible to the operation.
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The OpenPDU can be generated by the SFTP at the manager side to establish a
connection. This is called the OpenPDU (request). The OpenPDU can be
generated by the SFTP at the agent side to respond to an OpenPDU (request).
This is called the OpenPDU (response). The response is used to confirm the
file transfer process and to confirm that the to-be-transferred file is
available to the agent.

Upon receipt of the GetFile (request) the SFTP at the manager side shall
generate an OpenPDU (request). From the GetFile (request) the request-id
field is copied, the error-index and error-status are set to 0, the open
field is set to 1, and the file-binding field, specifying the file that is
to be transferred, is copied. The generated PDU is encapsulated into a
message. If the size of the resultant message is less than or equal to both
a local constraint and the maximum message size of the request's source
party, it is transmitted to the entity acting in the agent role. Otherwise,
the value of the error-status field is set to 'tooBig'.

Upon receipt of the OpenPDU (request) the SFTP at the agent side shall
generate a GetFile (request). From the OpenPDU (request) the request-id
field, the error-index, and error-status are copied, and the file-binding
field, specifying the file that is to be transferred, is copied. The
GetFile (response) is worked up as if it were a normal GetRequest-PDU,
generating a GetFile (response). Upon receipt of the GetFile (response) the
SFTP at the agent side shall generate an OpenPDU (response). From the
GetFile (response) the request-id field, the error-index, and error-status
are copied, and the file-binding field, specifying the file that is to be
transferred, is copied, and the open field is set to 2 if no problems
occurred. The generated PDU is encapsulated into a message. If the size of
the resultant message is less than or equal to both a local constraint and
the maximum message size of the request's source party, it is transmitted
to the entity acting in the agent role. Otherwise, the value of the error
status field is set to 'tooBig'. If errors occurred, the error-status
field, and the error-index field are set as is discussed in paragraph
4.3.3.

4.3.2. The GetPartPDU

Upon receipt of an OpenPDU (response) with an open field set to 2, the
GetPartPDU is generated by the SFTP at the manager side. This by copying
the request-id field from the OpenPDU, setting the error-status and error
index to 0, setting the next-part field to 1, indicating that the next part
of the file that is to be transferred is the first part, and the file
binding field, specifying the file that is to be transferred. The generated
PDU is encapsulated into a message.

Upon receipt of an OpenPDU (response) with an open field set to 1, the
process must be stopped. A GetFile (response) is generated with the
request-id field, error-status field, and error-index field copied from the
OpenPDU. The file-binding field is set to 'unSpecified'. Then the SFTP at
the manager side is stopped.
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Upon receipt of a TransferPartPDU with an eof field set to 1, the
GetPartPDU is generated by the SFTP at the manager side. This by copying
the request-id field from the TransferPartPDU, setting the error-status and
error-index to 0, setting the next-part field to the value of the part
number field in the TransferPartPDU plus I, indicating the next part of the
file that is to be transferred, and the file-binding field, specifying the
file that is to be transferred, is set to NULL. The generated PDU is
encapsulated into a message.

Upon receipt of a TransferPartPDU with an eof field set to 2, the process
must be ended. A ClosePDU (request) is generated with the request-id field,
error-status field, and error-index field copied from the TransferPartPDU.
The file-binding field is set to 'unSpecified', and the close field is set
to 1.

4.3.3. The TransferPartPDU

This PDU is generated upon receipt of a GetPartPDU. All fields of the
TransferPartPDU have the same values as the corresponding fields of the
received GetPartPDU except as indicated below. The file binding is
processed as follows:

(1) If the file binding's name does not have an OBJECT IDENTIFIER prefix
which exactly matches the OBJECT IDENTIFIER prefix of any file
accessible by this request, then its value field is set to
'noSuchObject' .

(2) Otherwise, if the file binding's name does not exactly match the name
of a file accessible by this request, then its value field is set to
'noSuchInstance'.

(3) Otherwise, the file binding's value field is set to the value of the
named requested part (the next-part field) of the file.

If the processing of any file binding fails for a reason other than listed
above, then the TransferPartPDU is re-formatted with the same values in its
request-id and file-bindings fields as the received GetPartPDU, with the
value of its error-status field set to 'genErr', and the value of its
error-index field is set to the index of the failed file binding.

Otherwise, the value of the TransferPartPDU's error-status field is set to
'noError', and the value of its error-index field is zero.

The generated TransferPartPDU is then encapsulated into a message. If the
size of the resultant message is less than or equal to both a local
constraint and the maximum message size of the request's source party, it
is transmitted to the originator of the GetPartPDU.

Otherwise, an alternate TransferPartPDU is generated. This alternate
TransferPartPDU is formatted with the same value in its request-id field as
the received GetPartPDU, with the value of its error-status field set to
'tooBig', the value of its error-index field set to zero, and an empty
file-bindings field. This alternate TransferPartPDU is then encapsulated
into a message. If the size of the resultant message is less than or equal
to both a local constraint and the maximum message size of the request's
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source party, it is transmitted to the originator of the GetPartPDU.
Otherwise, the resultant message is discarded.

If the error-status field of the TransferPartPDU is non-zero, the value
fields of the file bindings in the variable binding list are ignored by the
SFTP at the manager side, and the process must be closed using the
ClosePDU. Then the ClosePDU (request) contains the same settings as the
last TransferPartPDU.

If the last part of the file is transferred, the eof field is set to 2. In
all other cases it is set to 1.

4.3.4. The ClosePDU

The ClosePDU can be generated by the SFTP at the manager side to close a
connection. This is called the ClosePDU (request). The ClosePDU can be
generated by the SFTP at the agent side to respond to an ClosePDU
(request). This is called the ClosePDU (response). The response is used to
confirm closing of the file transfer process at the agent side.

Upon receipt of the TransferPartPDU with the eof field set to 2, the SFTP
at the manager side shall generate an ClosePDU (request). From the
TransferPartPDU the request-id field is copied, the error-index and error
status are set to 0, the close field is set to 1, and the file-binding
field, specifying the file that is to be transferred, is copied and set to
NULL. The generated PDU is encapsulated into a message. If the size of the
resultant message is less than or equal to both a local constraint and the
maximum message size of the request's source party, it is transmitted to
the entity acting in the agent role. Otherwise, the value of the error
status field is set to 'tooBig'.

Upon receipt of the ClosePDU (request) the SFTP at the agent side shall
generate an ClosePDU (response). From the ClosePDU (request) the request-id
field, the error-index, and error-status are copied, the file-binding
field, specifying the file that is to be transferred, is copied, and the
close field is set to 2 if no problems occurred. The generated PDU is
encapsulated into a message. If the size of the resultant message is less
than or equal to both a local constraint and the maximum message size of
the request's source party, it is transmitted to the entity acting in the
agent role. Otherwise, the value of the error-status field is set to
, tooBig' .

Upon receipt of the ClosePDU (response) by the SFTP at the manager side,
the GetFile (response) is generated, with all settings as in the ClosePDU
(response), and the file-binding field contains the complete (concatenated)
file if no errors occurred.

If errors occurred, the error-status field, and the error-index field are
set as is discussed in paragraph 4.3.3.
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4.4. The SNMP File Transfer Process

This SFTP supports the GetFile service. It maps the request-id, error
status, error-index fields from the service primitive onto the PDUs and
vise-versa. Also, it buffers the file at the manager side, when part per
part is transmitted, and passes the entire file to the application process
when a ClosePDU (response) is received. It buffers the file at the agent
side, when the GetFile (response) is generated, and chops of parts of the
file for transfer to the manager using the TransferPartPDU.

Apart from this, it generates the various PDUs that support the GetFile
service, in the correct order, it generates the GetFile (request) at the
agent side after receival of the OpenPDU (request), and it generates the
GetFile (response) at the manager side at the end of the communication.

The way the process under normal circumstances is performed, is described
below. In the description the numbers refer to the order in which the
service primitives are handled. The '-'s refer to the order in which the
PDUs are handled as part of a certain service primitive. When errors occur,
they are treated as described in paragraph 4.3.
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1. The GetFile (request) service is asked for by the manager.
The user issues a GetFile (request).
The SFTP at the manager side receives this request and sends an
OpenPDU (request) to the agent.

2. The GetFile (request) is transported from manager to agent.
The OpenPDU is transported to the agent.

3. The GetFile (request) is handled by the agent by consulting the local
MIB.

The agent shall generate a GetFile (request) for the local
agent software.
The software shall consult its MIB for the requested file.

4. The GetFile (response) is generated by the agent.
The software generates a GetFile (response) that contains the
value of the file.
The response is offered to the SFTP at the agent side.
If no problems occurred, the open-field in the OpenPDU is set
to true. Otherwise, it is left to false.
An OpenPDU (response) is generated by the agent and send to the
manager.

5. The GetFile (response) is transported from agent to manager.
Upon receipt of the OpenPDU (response), the manager side
generates a GetPartPDU with the file-part-field set to the
integer value of i (initial value = 1).
The PDU is received by the agent SFTP.
From the whole file a part is chopped that can be transported
in a UDP packet (or any other packet) .
The TransferPartPDU is created by assigning the requested file
part to the file-part-binding-field. If the end of the file is
detected, the eof-field is set to true, otherwise it is left to
false.
The TransferPartPDU is transported to the manager.
Step 5 is performed again for i:=i+1, unless a true eof-field
is detected by the SFTP at the manager side.

6. The process is ended and the response is ready for use by the NMSP
and IKTAP.

The ClosePDU (request) is sent to the agent.
When receiving this PDU, the SFTP at the agent side is stopped
after sending a ClosePDU (response). If no problems occurred,
the close-field is set to true.
The ClosePDU (response) is sent back to the manager SFTP.
When receiving this PDU the SFTP shall create the primitive
GetFile (response) with the value of the file.
This service primitive is passed to the NMSP or IKTAP.
The SFTP at the manager side is also closed.
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5.

5.1.

Administrative Model

SNMP+ Management Communication Class

An SNMP+ management communication class corresponds to a specific SNMP+ POU
type defined in [RFC1448]. A management communication class is represented
by an ASN.1 INTEGER value according to the type of the identifying POU (see
Table 1).

Get
GetNext
Response
Set
GetFile
Get Bulk
Inform
SNMPv2-Trap

1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128

Table 1: Management Communication Classes

The value by which a communication class is represented is computed as 2
raised to the value of the ASN.1 context-specific tag for the appropriate
SNMP+ POU.

A set of management communication classes is represented by the ASN.1
INTEGER value that is the sum of the representations of the communication
classes in that set. The null set is represented by the value zero.

The POUs that support the GetFile service are all of the same communication
class as the service: 16. The POUs are distinguished by their tags.

5.2. Elements of Procedure

The elements of procedure are the same for the GetFile service as described
in [RFC1445]. It should be noted that the service is symmetrical, meaning
that no specific request/response pair is defined for the GetFile service.
The manager can issue a GetFile request and send it to the agent. The agent
shall receive the request and create a GetFile response, using the same
primitive.

On the supporting level the same is true for the OpenPOU and the ClosePOU.
However, these POUs do not contain management information. The procedures
followed in processing SNMP+ messages for the GetPartPOU can best be
compared to a GetRequestPOU, while for the TransferPartPDU they can be
compared to the corresponding GetResponsePDU.
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Coexistence with other SNMP Versions

When an SNMP+ entity, acting in the manager role, tries to get an MIB
definition file from an SNMP entity, acting in the agent role, but without
the +-extension, the latter shall not respond to the OpenPDU request. The
SFTP at the manager side must stop sending OpenPDU requests after a
predefined number of tries.
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Appendix B

Functional area clause in the 8MI

This appendix is written as an addendum to the OBJECT_TYPE and
NOTIFICATION-TYPE macros of the Structure of Management Information
[RFC1442j for linkage of objects and traps to functional areas.
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1. Introduction

A network management system contains:
several (potentially many) nodes, each with a processing entity,
termed an agent, which has access to management instrumentation,
at least one management station, and,
a management protocol, used to convey management information between
the agents and management stations.

Operations of the protocol are carried out under an administrative
framework which defines both authentication and authorization policies.

Network management stations execute management applications which monitor
and control network elements. Network elements are devices such as hosts,
routers, terminal servers, etc., which are monitored and controlled through
access to their management information.

Management information is viewed as a collection of managed objects,
residing in a virtual information store, termed the Management Information
Base (MIB). Collections of related objects are defined in MIB modules.
These modules are specified using a subset of OSI's Abstract Syntax
Notation One (ASN.l) [IS08824]. It is the purpose of the 'Structure of
Management Information (SMI) , document [RFC1442] to define that subset.
This document proposes extensions to that document.

The SMI is divided into three parts: module definitions, object
definitions, and, trap definitions.

(1) Module definitions are used when describing information modules. An
ASN.1 macro, MODULE-IDENTITY, is used to concisely convey the
semantics of an information module. Since no extra information is
added in this field to the SMI document, no attention is payed to
module definitions in this document.

(2) Object definitions are used when describing managed object. An ASN.l
macro, OBJECT-TYPE, is used to concisely convey the syntax and
semantics of a managed object. Here it is proposed to extend the
macro in the SMI with one clause: the functional area clause.

(3) Notification definitions are used when describing unsolicited
transmissions of management information. An ASN.l macro,
NOTIFICATION-TYPE, is used to concisely convey the syntax and
semantics of a notification. Here it is proposed to extend the macro
in the SMI with one clause: the functional area clause.

For linkage of objects to specific functional areas, no procedure has been
described so far. Even more remarkable is the lack of defined functional
areas in the 'lAB Official Protocol Standards'. Therefore this document has
been written.
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2. Definitions

SNMPv2-SMI-EXTENDED DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

-- definitions for objects with FA-clause
OBJECT-TYPE MACRO ::=
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
"SYNTAX" type (Syntax)
Units Part
"MAX-ACCESS" Access
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION" Text
ReferPart
IndexPart
DefValPart
FAPart

VALUE NOTATION ::=
value(VALUE objectName)

UnitsPart :: =
"UNITS" Text
I empty

Access :: =
"not-accessible"

"read-only"
"read-write"
"read-create"

Status :: =
"current"
I "deprecated"
I "obsolete"

ReferPart :: =
"REFERENCE" Text
I empty

IndexPart :: =
"INDEX" "{" IndexTypes "}"
I "AUGMENTS" "{" Entry "}"
I empty

IndexTypes :: =
IndexType
I IndexTypes II II

/ IndexType

IndexType :: =
"IMPLIED" Index
I Index

Index
-- use the SYNTAX value of the
-- correspondent OBJECT-TYPE invocation
value(Indexobject ObjectName)
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Entry
-- use the INDEX value of the
-- correspondent OBJECT-TYPE invocation
value(Entryobject ObjectName)

DefValPart :::::
"DEFVAL" "{" value(Defval Syntax) "}"
I empty

Text
uses the NVT ASCII character set

II II II " string 11 n II II

FAPart ::=
"FUNCTIONAL-AREAS" FATypes
I empty

END

FATypes .. 
FAType
I FATypes

FAType ::=
II AMI'

"PM"
"CM"
"FM"
"SM"
"OTHER"

" ", FAType
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-- definitions for notifications with FA-clause

NOTIFICATION-TYPE MACRO
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
ObjectsPart
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION" Text
ReferPart
FAPart

VALUE NOTATION ::=
value(VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)

ObjectsPart ::=
"OBJECTS" "{" Objects "}"
I empty

Obj ects .. 
Object
I Objects II II, Object

Object ::=
value(Narne ObjectNarne)

Status :: =
"current"
I "deprecated"
I "obsolete"

ReferPart :: =
"REFERENCE" Text
I empty

Text
uses the NVT ASCII character set

11111111 string 11111111

FAPart ::=
"FUNCTIONAL-AREAS" FATypes
I empty

END

END

FATypes .. 
FAType
I FATypes

FAType :: =
It AMI!

"PM"
"CM"
"FM"
"SM"
"OTHER"

U II, FAType
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3. Definition of functional areas

The lAB-standards do not define the use of functional areas as the ISO
does. However, practical systems often use proprietary areas to which
objects are to be linked. To end all confusion it is advised to use the
five functional areas that are described in the ISO document [ISOI0164j.
These are Fault Management (FM), Performance Management (PM), Security
Management (SM), Configuration Management (CM), and Accounting Management
(AM). In future other functional areas might be distinguished; an area
Others is defined for this reason.

When objects or traps are defined, they can include a functional area part
(FAPart). In this part the designer of the object or trap can define in
what functional management areas the object or trap is useful. However,
this should not restrict the user not to link the object or trap to other
areas. Appart from providing more information to the user, this clause can
be used in tools for automatic linkage to the various functional areas. If
the clause is omitted, the object or trap is to be linked to all areas.
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4. Mapping of the OBJECT-TYPE macro

All clauses are to be mapped as described in [RFC14421. Only the new clause
FUNCTIONAL-AREAS is described here.

4.1. Mapping of the FUNCTIONAL-AREAS clause

The FUNCTIONAL-AREAS clause, which need not be present, contains a
reference to the functional area the object belongs to. If the clause is
omitted, the object is to be linked to all areas.

When de-OSIfying a MIB module, the mapping of this clause is straight
forward.

4.2. Usage example

Consider how the snmpStatsEncodingErrors might be described:

snmpStatsEncodingErrors
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

REFERENCE
FUNCTIONAL-AREAS
::= { snmpStats 3

OBJECT-TYPE
Counter32
read-only
current
"The total number of packets received by the SNMPv2
entity which were improperly encoded or had invalid
syntax. "
"Derived from RFC1213-MIB.snmplnASNParseErrs."
FM, PM, SM

According to this description the trap is identified as
{snmpStats 3}.

The object can be used in the three functional areas FM, PM, and SM.
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5. Mapping of the NOTIFICATION-TYPE macro

All clauses are to be mapped as described in [RFC1442]. Only the new clause
FUNCTIONAL-AREAS is described here.

5.1. Mapping of the FUNCTIONAL-AREAS clause

The FUNCTIONAL-AREAS clause, which need not be present, contains a
reference to the functional area the trap belongs to. If the clause is
omitted, the trap is to be linked to all areas.

When de-OSIfying a MIB module, the mapping of this clause is straight
forward.

5.2. Usage example

Consider how the coldStart trap might be described:

coldS tart NOTIFICATION-TYPE
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION "A coldStart trap signifies that the SNMPv2 entity,

acting in an agent role, is reinitializing such
that its configuration may be altered."

FUNCTIONAL-AREAS CM
::= { snmpTraps 1

According to this invocation, the trap authoritatively identifies as
{snmpTraps l}

is used to report the reinitialization of an agent, such that changes in
its configuration can appear.
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